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April 13, 1989

Portland's parklands:
. a neglected gift?

Deering Oaks Pm·1I. at tlJe tUNt Of tbe century...

Photo from "The Park System of ,...orr,,,,,n .

Spring is driving people out of doors and into Portland's neglected parks.
See page 8.
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Casco Bay.Weekly

Portland, Maine. 1980.
Johanna Wilder: private investigator.
The Empire State Ballet. The Gulag.
Feminism, poetry and death.

SHADOWDANCE

by Agnes Bushell

A Womansleuth Mystery from Crossing Press

IN BRIEF:
Cap repeal rolling
A movement is under way
to repeal South Portland's
spending cap, passed by voters last November. Nancy
Lombardelli, a member of the
Committee to SaveSouth Portland, said attorney Richard
Shinay has volunteered to
draw up a repeal petition,
which should be circulating
in a few weeks. Lombardelli
said 100 people have offered
to help collect signatures. "A
number of them said, 'I
thought it was so off the wall
it would never pass,'" shesaid.

Meet the author Sunday April 16, 2 p.m.

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSTORE

T

555 CONGRESS STREET· PORTLAND • 761-3930

SPECIAL PURCHASE

FUTON SOFAB
~~~~~~~~

with the latest trend in contact paper.
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Store Hours: Mon.· Fri. llJ.S, Sat. lIJ.4 Free Parking in side parking lot
Exn S8 off 1·295 for 2 miles Across from D'Angelo Sandwich Shop

Land fronting on Capisic
Pond in Portland has been
nominated for purchase by the
state under the Land for
Maine's Future program. The
three-acre, privately-owned
field is the only undeveloped
lot on the pond and borders
on a city park.
The City of South Portland
has nominated Breakwater
Point, a 14-acre, $6 million lot
surrounding Bug Light. The
owners, Spring Point Associates, have offered to sell the
land to the city. Also in South
Portland, Breakwater Condominium Associates is offering
7.7 acres next to the public
boat launch for $3 million.

Foul water fight

While They Last

... (:::t.,t..J 1109 Forest Ave, Portland, ME· 878·2647
J
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Capisic Pond sale
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A bill before the Energy
and Natural Resources Committee in Augusta would cut
in half the solid waste that
paper mills and other waterdependent industries could
discharge in their waste water. Rep. John Nutting of Leeds
said many paper mills in the
country discharge 135 pounds
of solids (wood waste and
chemicals) for every 1000
pounds of paper they make.
Maine mills average 355
pounds of solids, Nuttingsaid,
yet they have testified in
opposition to the bill, fearing
the expense of decreasing their
solid discharge.

Liberty kills shows

EXHIBITION. PADI MAYHEW-BAIN
Exceptional representations of the
ancient Chinese art form of papermaking
by Kennebunkport artist Padi Mayhew-Bain

GALLERIES
FANCY FLOWERS

On view during the month of April,

468 FORE STREET

I

PORTLAND

772-3881

Annette and
Rob Elowitch
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011

Oxford Plains Speedway
owner Michael Liberty has
decided not to hold any concerts at the speedway this
summer. Last summer
enormous crowds of Grateful
Deadheads crammed the
town for two days, overwhelming police and other
emergency services. In October Oxford passed an ordinance that limited mass gath"
erings to 25,000 people. liberty filed suit to contest the
town's action, but has withdrawn the suit. Stock-car racing activities will continue.
-Hannah Holmes
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CBWfTonee Harbert

Exterminator

Women's Studies Professor Nancy Glsb arut otbers addressed 250 people rallylllgfor a procboice vlgU In Monument Square Aprll9. The vlgU corresponded witb a massive, Internattonal
raUy In Wasblngton, nc On Aprll26 tbe u.s. Supreme Court talles up a case (Webster v.
Missouri) tbat could reverse tbe 1973 Roe v. Wade decision, wblcb lega/lud abortion.

LICK TAKES A LICKIN' BUT HE KEEPS

!VIEWS
Slums. What slums?

ON TICKIN'

"Insensitive" UMO President stays on
President Dale W. Lick will
retain his position at the University of Maine at Orono but a
Commission on Pluralism will
be formed following his comments about black athletes two
weeks ago, the school's Board
of Trustees decided April 6.
The Commission on Pluralism, to be formed later this
week, will seek to bring more
diversity and pluralism to
Maine's universities. The trustees also passed a resolution to
reject racism within the University of Maine system.
Lick's resignation was
urged by students, state legislators, and civil rights activists
who thought the president's
remarks ranged from "inappropriate" to "ignorant."
Lick's troubles began when
he answered a student question about the high percentage
of black athletes in football and
basketball, saying that the
muscle structure of the average black athlete makes them
better at certain positions in
basketball and football.
"They have actually done
research on an average black
athlete'H where a black athlete
can actually out jump a white
athlete ... Research shows that
there are several sports where
black athletes are just naturally
better. The muscle structure of
the black athlete typically is

=tlM:;W

more suited for certain positions," Lick said.
Lick later apologized, explaining that his statements
were based on comments by a
former Georgia Southern University colleague, Douglas
Leavitt. Leavitt said that he was
reiterating research a professor at Indiana University had
told him over 40 years ago.
"Those are totally unsubstantiated statements," said
Ivan Suzman, a biological anthropologist and civil rights
activist. "Ninety-nine percent
of success in sports is due to
nurture, not nature." These
days research shows that
muscle fiber is no indicator of
race and the major difference
in athletic success is cultural,
not structural.
Jonathan Bach, the assistant
editor of UMO's Daily Maine
Campus, attended the meeting
with a tape recorder and recorded Lick's now infamous
statements. Bach says the student audience didn't respond
at first. "There was no immediate outcry. No one expected an
answer like that, but I think
that Mr. Lick is just not a very
good communicator. When the
media got hold of it the next
day, it just blew up."
Lick's past record in dealing with minorities is a large
factor in keeping his position,

said Doug Dorsey, the chairman of the Afro-American
Student Association. "I am
totally in favor of the decision,
because I don't think his resignation would have helped the
school any. I don't think the
man is a racist, and his record
proves that."
During Lick's three years at
UMO, the number of black
faculty has increased from one
to five, 20 academic scholarships for minorities have been
established, 20 more are expected to be created within the
next two years, and a minority
advisor was appointed last
September. And Dorsey added,
"He's always been very supportive of my organization."
But some university outsiders are dissatisfied with the
trustees' decision. They urge
that attention be focused on
minority academics. Of the
11,564 UMO students, 49 are
black, and 33 of those black
students are on athletic scholarships.
State Rep. Mary Webster
said she is disappointed with
the trustees' decision. "I am
glad they will be taking a closer
look at the question of pluralism, she siad, "but I hope that
equal effort will be put toward
minorities in academics, and
not just in athletics."
-Christine McConville

Neglected
gifts

."

COVER STORY
by Hannah Holmes
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Road race for missing children
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NEWS OF THE WEIRD
.... lnmateFrankLovellofthe
North Central Correctional
Institution in Gardner, Mass.,
has challenged a state law barring prisoners from possessing
nude pinups. He wants to hang
a print of Renoir's "Bather."
....The Southeast Foundation for Biomedical Research
in San Antonio has established
a $1.7 million pension fund to
build condos (with exercise ma-

chines and color TVs) for chimpanzees who have retired from
AIDS research.
.... Catholic priest Eugene
Schwartzenberger (suffering
from "acute ethanol intoxication" at the time) died of a bad
fall in an adult book store while
visiting Minneapolis last fall.
.... Principal cellist Timothy
Hugh of the BBC Symphony

Orchestra in London, upset
with an avant-garde composition that required rough fingerboard work and concentration on the bows, ended a November performance by flinging the cello to the floor and
stomping on it. Some of the 100
invited listeners said later they
at first thought the stomping
was part of the score.
-Chuck Shepard/AlterNet

Casco Bay Weekly is a paper
for peopte living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street, Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your evenllistings,
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements I We need
10 receive ali that kind of stuff by
Ihe end of the Thursday pTior to
the issue in which you want II
to appear.

775·6601
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The 1 sl Casco Bay Weekly
READERSHIP SURVEY AND POT LUCK PRIZE BONANZA
by
Andy

Greetings:

Newman

We figure it's time we learn more about you, so we can
better serve our readers and advertisers. We also want to
see how we're doing.
Thus was conceived (actually, we swiped the idea) Casco
Bay Weekly's inaugural Readership Survey and Pot Luck
Prize Bonanza.
We've benefitted tremendously from and are truly grateful
forthe comments and criticism we've received thus far. so
we feel confident we'll get the participation we need to make
this undertaking fruitful. I thank you in advance foryourhelp.
All survey returns will be kept strictly confidential- we will
not share your name and address with anyone. However, if
you'd prefer not to reveal your name but wou Id like to remai n
eligible for a prize, write your initials and year of birth (LMBI
61. for example) in the space for your name. Prizes will be
awarded in a drawing from the completed surveys received.
Entries must be received by April 26, and the prize winners
will be announced in our May 4 issue.

The

Intelligent
Choice

thi~~~hed
~D.

A

CONVERSATION WITH

Gene

HanSCOfll

Mail your completed survey form to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Readership Survey
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
And again, thanks for helping us get this far.

SpeeDee
OIL CHANGE

&

TUNE-UP

RAPID • RELIABLE • REASONABLE
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

Gary Santaniello
Publisher

-------------------~TUNE·UP
WITH ATIMELY SPECIAL.
•
•
•
•

New resistor spark plugs
Idle speed adjustment
Electronic ignition system check
Inspection of: Rotor, Disfributor
Cap, PCV Valve, Ignition Wires,
Air, EMC and Gas Fillers

Name,___________________________________
Add re ss,__________________________________

$45~!~
6 CYL. - $49 95
8 CYL. - $54 95

* INCLUDES
A COMPUTERIZED ENGINE
DIAGNOSIS WITH PRINTOUT· 539 VALUE.
95

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/89

--~------------------GET A FREE SET OF
WINDSHIELD WIPER
BLADES WITH
PURCHASE OF
OIL CHANGE
&. TUNE-UP

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gene Hanscom: "I sHllfear rats somewhat. n

"Exterminator sounds
kind ofvulgar, " says Modern
Pest Control's Gene Hanscom, who prefers "pest
control technician." Gene's
been battling rats, mice,
cockroaches and various
other creepy crawlers for 25
years.
what pest do people get
queasiest about?

Rats. Even myself, as long
as I've been doing this, I still
fear rats somewhat. Roaches
aren't quite as bad.
Do pests pose a genuine
danger? What's a cockroach
really going to do?

OFFER GOOD AT PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS WHilE SUPPLIES LAST PAICE MAV VARY

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/89

If you need your car ... you need SpeeDee Oil Change & Tune-Up.

Open Mon·Sat 8 o.m .·6 p.m . • Mobil & Other Maior Credit Cards Accepted

1036 Forest Avenue • Portland • 878-3191

Getting it Together
C4. Our leather trimmed tote is a
sleek version of that essential
carryall. The zippered-inthe-seam pocket and leather
hand grips enhance the
looks and function of this bag.

(13"x J6"x5")

$29.50

Colors: navy, black, olive, tan,
taupe, med. brown, khaki,
bottle green - all with tan leather.

Well, they do spread disease - six different diseases. Of
course the problem is they'll
walk through the bathroom,
walk around your hopper and
then go up and walk on your
dishes. It's the same thing with
mice. They'll go drop stools on
all of your dishes and whatnot.
Do people get pretty frantic
about their pest problems?

CBWfTonee Harbert

they know you're getting rid of Is there ever any remorse?
them all.
You mean about killing?
None at all. We're killing varSo when you spray, there is
mints.
kind of an exodus?
They come flying right out.
Most of the people are surprised that they'd have that
many. I was startled myself
when I started. My first roach
job I probably saw 2000. My
fifth one I was standing probablya half-inch deep in roaches
when I got done. So you're
probably figuring in the millions. You spray the molding
up in the ceiling and they keep
pouring out and pouring out.
I've done real bad roach jobs
where they run up your legs
while you're doing it. When
the chemical drives them out,
it doesn't kill them instantly. It
might take two to three minutes and they go kind of crazy
and they'll run right up your
pant legs and climb all over
you.

Do you end up seeing some
of the grungier apartments
in the area?

We get into a lot of places
that a lot of other people never
would. If we find a real bad
situation, a situation with children, we'll just call the Board
of Health. We like to play ball
with them that way. I've turned
a lot of people in. I mean, I feel
it's my obligation to do that.
And they've pulled kids out of
places they should never be in.
A lot of people, we tell them
ourselves, "You know, you
ought to clean the place up. It
would help." They say, "Oh, I
know, I'm just kind of lazy. "
Some of these places, geez, you
probably wouldn't eat for a
week if you saw some of the
places we do. Seriously. That
used to bother me the most
The inside of your pants?
when first doing this job. It
Oh, yeah. It tickles like hell wasn't the bugs, it was some of
with them on the hair. That the places I saw.
bothered me at first.

Not really. The type we
usually spray see pests every Do you like doing this?
day. So when they see them all
You never get bored in this
coming out, they get more
excited than shook up. Because job. It's a constant challenge. I
love this work.

• Where do you do most of your shop- • Have you used (either to sell or buy)
CBW's Classifieds?
ping? Check all that apply.
DYes
oNo
o Maine Mall area
o Old PortlDowntown Portland
• What is your gender?
• Which CBW Cover Story have you o Mill Creek area
o Male
0 Female
enjoyed the most? enjoyed the least? o Other (write in) _ _ _ _ __
• What would you like to see us do a
story on? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Andy Newman. CBW's own pest. was
recently discovered stepping on our dishes
after he'd walked around on our hopper.

State._______ Zip,____=--____________________

• Including this one, how many of the
lastfourissuesofCBW have you read?
o Four
0 Two
o Three
0 One
• How many people,
seH, read your copy
week?
DOne oThree 0
o Two 0 Four
0

including your·
of CBW each
Five
Six or more

• How long do you generally hold onto
your copy of CBW?
o One day
05·7 days
02-4 days
0 Over 7 days
• On the average, how many times do
you refer back to each issue of CBW?
o One time
0 4-5 times
0 more than 5 times
o 2-3 times
• Which regular feature is the primary
reason you pick up CBW? Check one.
o Cover Story
o Updates
o Columns
o Calendar/Listings
DAds
o Class~ieds
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If we receive a
completed survey and
coupon by April 26,
you will be eligible to
win one of the following prizes in our Pot
Luck Prize Bonanza.
Thanks again for your
support, and thanks to
the following
businesses for providing the prizes:

• How often do you read these regular
CBW features? (n you usually read
the feature, check the "U" box; if you
sometimes read it, mark the "S· box;
nyou never read it, mark the "N" box.)
USN
Updates
0
0 0
News of the Weird
0
0
0
0
0 0
Index
Talk
0 0
0
0
0 0
Letters
Views column
0
0 0
0
0 0
Cover Story
0
0 0
Calendar
0
0 0
Listings
0
0 0
Editorial
0
0 0
Eats
0 0
0
Stage
0 0
0
Tunes
0 0
0
Art Seen
0
0 0
Sport
Ernie Pook
0 0
0
Real Puzzle
0
0 0
• Does the Cover Story determine
whether you pick up CBW?
DNo
DYes
• What would you like to see us add as
a regularfeature?

• In the average month, how many • Are you:
o Married
o Single
times do you visit a:
__ business supplies store
• Do you have children?
__ clothing store
0 No
D Yes
__ department store
• Do you pay attention to news about __ gift shop
- If yes, how many? _ __
places in Greater Portland where you
home furnishings store
don't live?
jewelry store
• What is your age?
oNo
DYes
music/record store
o under 18
0 40-44
sporting goods store
018-21
045-49
• Please check the box nexttothe pub·
video store
022-24
0 50·54
lications you read regularly:
0 55-59
o Business Digest
• Which olthe following do you or other 025-29
0 60-64
o Face
members of your household own? 030-34
0 65-over
o Maine Business Journal
Which do you plan to buy in the next 12 o 35-39
o Maine Sunday Telegram
months?
- What is the zip code where you
o Maine Times
Own Plan
live?_ _ __
o Press HeraldlEvening Express
o
0 Automobile
o Portland Monthly
o
0 Microwave oven
• What is the zip code where you
o Wise Guide
o
0 Major appliance
wOrk?_ ___
o Other (Shoppers/community newso
0 Photo equipment
papers)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o
0 Home computer
- What is your occupation or job reo
0 TV set
sponsibility? Ha second adu~ is in the
• During the past 12 months, in which
0
VCR
o
household, what is his/her occupation/
of the following activites have you or
o
0 Compact disc player
job
responsibility?
other members of your household paro
0 Musical instrument
ticipated? Check all that apply.
o
0 Complete stereo system You Other
o 0
Executive/professional
o bicycling
o
0 Stereo components
o 0
Manager/administrator
o boating/sailing
o
0 Home furnishings
o
0
Educator
o backpacking/camping/hiking
o
0 Outdoor furniture
o 0
Service worker
o
0 Floor covering/ any kind
o cooking
o 0
Clerical
o downhilllX·C skiing
o
0 Wall covering/any kind
o 0
Student
Dfishing
o
0 Building materials
o 0
Homemaker
o fitness/conditioninglworking out
o 0
Other_ _ _ _ __
o gardening
- On average, how many times per
ogolf
month do you eat at table-service or
• What is the highest level of education
o joggingt1itness walking
fast-food restaurants:
you've
completed or are currently
o painting/drawing/ceramics
o 1-5 6-10 11+
working towards? Check one.
o photography
o 0
0
0 Table-service
o Some high school
o racquet sports (other than tennis)
o 0
0
0 Fast·food
o High school
D reading
o sewing/needlecrafts
• On average, how many times per o Communitylvocational college
o Undergraduate degree
o singing/playing an instrument
month do you eat out for:
o Graduate degree
o softball
o 1-5 6-10 11+
o swimming
o· Breakfast/brunch
o 0
0
• Do you own or rent the place where
o tennis
o 0
0
0 Lunch
you live?
o water-skiing/scuba diving
o 0
0
0 Dinner
DOwn
oRent
oother_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• At which of the following kinds of Ii·
nancial institutions do you or any • How many (including yourself) live in
• During the past 12 months, did you members of your household have ac- your household?_ __
attend in Greater Portland any of the counts? Check all that apply.
• How many wage-earners (including
following? Check all that apply.
o Full-service bank
yourself) live in your houseo movies
o Savings and loan
hokl?_____
o ballet/dance concerts
o Credit union
o live theatre
o Securities firm
• What are the total earnings of your
o cafe or club with entertainment
o Other (write in), _ _ _ _ __
household?
o Civic Center event
o music evenVconcert
• During the past 12 months, approxi- o less than $10,000
o art museum/galleries
mately how many trips, vacations, or 010,000-19,999
020,000-29,999
o lectures/reading
getaways did you take:
030,000-39,999
o 1-3 4-7 8+
040,000-59,999
• From where do you generally learn o 0
ODin Maine
060,000·79,999
about leisure·time activities (such as o o · ODin New England
Dover
80,000
the above events) that you attend? o 0
0
0 Outside N.E.
Check all that apply.
o 0
0
0 Outside U.S.
- How long have you lived in Porto Casco Bay Weekly
o Maine Sunday Telegram
• Generally how often do you use cou- land?
o Press HeraldlEvening Express
pons that appear in CBW? Check one o lifer
o 10 or more years
o Other daily papers
box.
05-9 years
o Other publications (write in)_ _ o More than 4 times per month
01·4 years
ol-2times per month
o under one year
02-3 times per month
- Which radio stations do you listen to Onever
- Where do you usually pick up your
regularly?
copy of CBW? _ _ _ _ _ __
oWBLM-FM (107.5)
• What productlservicelbusiness would
o WPOR-FM (101.9)
you like to see advertise in Casco Bay
o WMGX-FM (93.1)
Weekly that currently isn't advertising
• What places would you like to pick up
o WGAN-AM (560)
or isn't advertising regularly?
CBWwhere it isn't currently available?
o WCLZ-FM (98.9)
o Yl 01-FM (101.0)
o WWGT-FM (98.0)
oWIGY-FM (105.9)
• How often do you read the CBW
o WXGL-FM (92.9)
Classifieds?
oWMPG-FM (90.9)
o Every week
0 Never
oWTHT-FM (102.9)
01-3 times/month
o Other (write in)

• What do you like best about CBW?
like the least? _ _ _ _ _ __

.Two free movie rentals from Videoport.
• A haircut and style, including scalp and shoulder massage,
from For Men Only.
• A $20 gift certificate from Alberta's.
• Five express tans in a UV A sun capsule at Hair Exchange.
• Two tickets to The Movies on Exchange.
• $10 gift certificate for lunch at Portland Wine & Cheese.
• An oil change at SpeeDee Oil Change & Tune-up.
• A $30 car cleaning from Auto Chern Detailing.
• A CD, cassette or album of your choice at Bad Habits.
• A $25 gift certificate at Motionwear.

=
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etLen=~only
a unique
hair experience
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When
JUST one

JUST
won't do...

Down
Pillows

-~I~~

Way to GO!
leisureleose 7 Passenger Vans Come Complete with Radar
Detector, CB, 2 Stereo Systems, Color TV, VCR and
Sofa Bed. Ideal for Family Outings, Ski Trips, Football
Games or Corporate Entertaining.
By the Day, Week or Month, Leisureleose is the
Only Way to Go!

508

i

I~I~I:::.'~II~~

207-

352-6 00 ,IIi'iltI9l1i,lIi,.ltIlIi 871-8160

NEW ENGlAND

HFun Vehicles You Can Rent"
Ask About Our Low Rates on Motorhomes

The Best!

Crocodile tears for poor
James Bell! If you bought his '1
didn't know I was a slumlord"
story then you guys have purchased another neatly packaged Portland real estate falsehood.
As a fonner employee I am
delighted to set the record
straight. I took those late night
calls from his freezing tenants.
I was haunted by the wrong
doings in the Bell camp. The
boss was made aware of each
tenant complaint, and his verbal responses to me when I
implored him to take action are
unprintable. I felt so personally responsible for the unfortunate victims of Mr. Bell's deliberate negligence that I was
compelled to resign. All this
and I was a tenant of his as
well.
If James ("call me Jim") Bell
is broke, I say hurray! So how
does it feel to be the victim J.B.?
The shoe is considerably tighter
when it's on the other foot.

Watch How
We Do It!

Recent Paintings

April 19 - May 27

,,

What slums?

And you can

ROBERT COHEN
.

"W"e Make

Continuing Exhibit
of Works by

." bring it to
JUST BLACK & WHITE.
We'll copy your
original photograph
and make as many
prints as you like!

JUS I

•
•
•
•

We also process and
print all types of black
and white film and we
can make black and
white from your
colors originals.

CAROL SEBOLD
NEAL PARENT
ORRIN TUBBS
CARROLL THAYER
BERRY

THE
PINE
TREE

GREENVILLE, WATERCOlOR BY ROBERT COHEN

Fine Arts • Prints
Posters • Framing

~iilSHOP

54 YORK STREET 761-5861

6 Mill St
Freeport, Maine
Across from Bean's lower parking

865-1713

Tues - Sat 9:30 - 5:30

{, BAYVIEW GALLERY

75 Market St. Porlland 773-3007

Please ask for our catalogue

Tension Rings
by Niessing
Held with just the
tension of platinum
this original design
shows the diamond
in it~ best light.
See the Niessing
collection at
abacus.

o

00
00

Oriental Rugs

Pop
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N
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•

UNBEATABLE
PRICES

Swatches
at...

Grant Street slums

We have them in depth".
Tabriz, Isfahan, Hamadan, Sarouk,
Kirman, Abadch, Kashan. Lillihan,
Khorasan, Karadje & Heriz
and much more.

I happened to pick up a
Casco Bay Weekly. Much to
my great happiness, I read the
article exposing Blaine Davis
and Tom Acker for what they
are.
In the summer and fall of
1985, I, too, was one of their
victims.
We all lived in 157-159 Grant
St., Portland, in the poorest
building owned by Wedgewood Apartments. In April we
all received a notice fonn David
(the manager of Wedgewood)
that we had been sold along
with the building.
Come May, the first thing
done to us was to jump the
rent. Since Wedge wood no
longer owned us, the truck they
always sent once a week
stopped coming around. For a
month or so the rubbish and
garbage piled up in the rear.
We developed a rat and mouse
problem soon after. The cockroaches, which wehadalready,
loved it. They increased tenfold.
One night as we were sitting on the front steps, we got a
leok at one of the new slumlords. I can not be sure exactly
which ofthose 300-pound blobs
it was, but by their photographs
I will guess it was Mr. Davis, as
he has more hair. We watched
him ooze out of his Cadillac
and huff across the street. He
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then huffed up some stairs in
157 and huffed out again in a

hurry. I think he held his nose
as he drove away.
Accompanying him was
Sarah Davis.
I finally gave my notice in
August, 1985. I am a craftsman
and artist and work at home.
No one under Wedgewood
ever objected to it. Sarah Davis
entered my apartment without
warning and without pennission when I was not there to
"get the goods" on me.
I was accused of all kinds of
stuff, including running a business from my apartment. In
fact, I sell only at flea markets.
Because of a clause allowing entry in myoId Wedgewood lease, I was not able to
charge them with illegal entry.
Sarah was helped to get me by
a neighbor who had a grudge
with me.
Perhaps this was a good
thing. I got out and rebuilt my
life in my fonner home in Gray.
They held onto my security
deposit until the very last day
the law allowed.
The bastards at the time
operated under the names of
Investment Property Management. We made our rent checks
out to Bayside n.
Later the Hogan Company
took it over. They got quite a
few buildings in the area.
In 1987, a fire broke out in
the kitchen of 159. Hogan shut
down 159 but continued to milk
the rent from 157, which it is attached to.
As far as I know, our building was sold to develop housing for the University of Southem Maine.
r assume the Hogan Company is still in the business. I
know they make some effort to
maintain their properties but ,
not enough.
I don't know what became
of Sarah Davis. If she has anything to do with Blaine Davis,
she is probably pursuing her
career in slum management.
It is sad that these people
are still in business, but real
justice is hard to find in Maine.
You h'3ve to let the bastards
hang themselves first while
they hurt a lot of people.
Some years ago the water in
east Gray was poisoned with
waste oil. Despite all the publicity, and in spite of all the
clean up, all those involved and
their partners are still in business, Most have prospered as a
direct result of it. None of them
has paid a nickel in fines or
spent a day on jail.
Thank you,

I~Sr'
Herbert Snyder

"It has been said that the parks
are luxuries for the rich to enjoy.
This is a grave error_ The rich,
who constitute but a very small
percentage of the population of any
city, are the least benefited by
them, for they are practically
independent of them. In the summer
they go to the country or the
seaside, while nine-tenths of the
people are confined to the city.
To these the public grounds are a
necessity as well as a delight."

- James Phinney Baxter,
former mayor of Portland, 1905.
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Spring has sprung. People are
bursting out of doors and into parks.
Portland's park system is a gift from
James Phinney Baxter at the turn of the
century - a gift that has been neglected for
decades. But as the shadows of new office
buildings creep further and further across
the peninsula, some Portlanders are
beginning to appreciate the shade of those
old oaks.
And som~ of them have begun to
fight for their...

Park bench on the Western Promenade, 1989.

Fifteen years later Baxter, then 90, died. Portland's parks were high with trees,
In 1905 James Phinney Baxter, then-mayor of Portland, wrote ''The Park
System of Portland," giving the history of Portland's pa ks, and presenting flourishing with flowers. The boulevard around Back Cove that he had fought
long and hard for was nearly whole.
landscaping designs for the land he had gathered.
"A city is not made in a day," wrote Baxter. "Like anything of worth it grows
by slow accretions."
Since Baxter's day, Portland's parks have gotten a lot of use and little care. To Decay
Dana Anderson grew up in the house to which the city's greenhouses were
paraphrase Baxter, they have been dying in slow accretions.
attached - right beside the Oaks. His father Richard Anderson was head of the
Portland Parks Department. Now Dana Anderson is South Portland's director of
Growth
parks and recreation, and something of an expert on parks in general.
During his five turn-of-the-century stints as mayor (beginning in 1893), Baxter
"Things were going great until Prop 3," he laughs. But long before that city's
secured for Portland the land that now makes up the Eastern and Western property tax cap (Prop 3) was passed funding for parks had dropped like fall
Promenades and Baxter Boulevard. He also added land to Deering Oaks park. leaves, he admits. Federal money for parks has dried up in the last decade, and
The proms and the boulevard weren't always big, single lots. Under Baxter's like most cities, South Portland isn't increasing its parks budget to compensate.
care a little plot on each prom, bought by the city in the early 1800s, grew into a When the crunch comes, park budgets get raked first.
Anderson says that as funds have dropped, the use of parks has soared
long, broad park. Baxter wrestled the land, piece by piece, from dozens of owners.
nationwide.
The heavy borrowing from the parks hasn't begun to be repaid.
He felt he was racing to save the open promenades from certain development. He
Portland's
parks suffered an extra blow when the Public Works Department
felt he was fighting a popular belief that parks were a "wicked extravagance."
and the Parks Department merged to save money in '81, Anderson says. Between
• He was resourceful and determined, as well as very wealthy.
"Some of these owners were proof against every argument," wrote Baxter the departments, 132 positions were eliminated. And the parks lost their advoabout acquiring the Eastern Prom, "even the appeal to civic obligation, often cate.
"Now you have one person saying, 'Do I fix the pothole, or do I mow the grass
more potent than anything else, but after months of persistent effort, a number
and fix the erosion?' In most cases, the pothole's going to win," he says. He is in
of them agreed upon terms .. ."
He convinced owners to sell or donate pieces of land by promising that their agreement with the other park protectionists who say that parks need an approperty value would rise when it fronted a beautiful, peaceful park. When he pointed advocate in government. Elected people, Anderson says, have a hard
couldn't convince the city to buy the land he would swap other city-owned time saying "No" to their constituents who want to use, and overuse, the parks.
property for it. When he could buy the land he arranged long-term payment
Deering Oaks is good example of the bad news. Near Deering Avenue there
plans for it so that Portland taxpayers wouldn't be hit with a big bill. He himself is a dark, grassless ring on the ground. The circle is sunken, packed hard, like a
paid for the chunks that now make up the Western Prom when he couldn't per- brand on the hide of a cow. Water stands in the groove.
suade the city to spend money on such extravagances. He later sold it to the city.
"This is where the elephant ride was last summer," says David Turner, one of
This is how he acquired both proms and Baxter Boulevard.
the most vocal friends of the Oaks. He gestures further toward the road. There is
Deering's Oaks, as the park was then called, had already been bought by the a heap of elephant dung and straw decomposing very slowly in a ditch. Four
city in. 1879 from the Deering family. Where ducks paddle now was then an deep Vs cut in the earth mark the spot where the Maine Times tent was located
industrial pond that served tanning factories and slaughterhouses. Probably due at last year's Maine Arts Festival. Scattered across the park are other rings, worn
to the stench, there weren't many houses in the area. But by the time Baxter got in other years by pony rides. Stretches of black, naked ground mark the center
involved with Portland's parks the Oaks had been cleaned up and paths laid out. aisles of other performance tents. Tire tracks have spun bald patches all over the
His contribution to this park was the acquisition of additional parcels of land. thin grass.
Convincing the city council took "months of persistent labor," Baxter wrote, but
When the ground is so heavily used, Turner says, the soil becomes compacted.
he succeeded in pushing the park's boundary east to Forest Avenue, knocking The air is squashed out. When rain falls on this hardened surface, it runs off
instead of sinking in. The roots of the trees go without.
down the houses that stood where the rose garden is now.
In 1903 Baxter hired the famous landscape archiiecture firm of Frederick L..
The lack of grass alone warns of erosion. As the grass is beaten down year after
Olmsted to tie all his parks together. He wanted Olmsted to design a miniature. year the sod dies off underneath. Nothing is left to hold the soil together. In rain
version of Boston's "Emerald Necklace" for Portland - a series of parks that it becomes mud and slides away. In drought it becomes sand. Although grass in
would trickle like green beads around the peninsula. It's not clear that Olmsted the Oaks is sometimes replanted after festivals, it takes a full year for it to become
or his stepson John Olmsted ever toured Portland's parks. But in his book Baxter strong, and by then the festivals are back.
Overhead, the oaks are in need of care. Dead limbs bob in the wind; rain acpresents the blue and green maps drawn by the Olmsted firm, designating where
ball fields, playgrounds and the boulevards to connect them should be placed. cumulates where others have splintered away. Heavy wire left behind from a
Baxter's visions were extensive, and not all of them have become reality. He festival swings from half a dozen trees. Most of the trees have been standing
wanted to dam the mouth of Back Cove to create a recreational boating area and nearly a century, and won't live many decades more. A handful of young trees
eliminate the low-tide odor. Three little ponds on Baxter Boulevard would have are scattered around the park.
The Eastern Prom looks more healthy than the Oaks. As the houses along the
been ringed with walkways and trees, according to his plans. He wanted little
parks to lie between the big "emeralds" around the city. He wanted landscaped, prom are being propped up and painted, renovated and rented, the park is
getting some renovations of its own.
tree-lined drives to connect the Eastern and Western Proms to the Oaks.
The Planning Department, with a combination of state and federal money,
Looking back at his career in 1905, Baxter wrote, "Having seen the principal
parks in this country and Europe, and realizing their great public importance, as began an overhaul of the park last fall, cooperating with the Parks Department.
well as the paucity of our own achievements in this regard, I resolved to do all in The underbrush where latex mementos of teenage romance used to dangle have
been cleared out of the area above the beach, leaving a spray of lithe trees. A new
my power towards the creation of a park system for Portland."

parking lot has been paved and sidewalks have been added to Cutter Street,
which winds to the beach. In the lower parking lot the swimming pool has been
filled in and the whole lot will be landscaped, says Phil Meyer of the Planning
Department. That project is on hold until the state approves a new ~oat ~amp possibly this summer. The project is based on a management plan whIch, In turn,
is based on the Olmsted plan.
Like the Eastern Prom, the Western Prom is getting attention, too. But the job
is enormous. Most of the park is a tangle of trees, high grass and sumac. Erosion
is fanning out where impromptu paths have been beaten up the hill. Among the
cigarette packs and styrocrud sleeps a man in worn, mossy pants and a redchecked coat. Three trash cans serve the entire park, and except for within 20 feet
.
of the cans, garbage is thick on the ground.
Jeff Tarling, the city's new arborist, says his crew pulled couches and cham
out of the puckerbrush when they began cleaning up the slope.
"There were definitely people living in there," he says. Now brush has been
cleared from beside the tarred paths down the ragged slope. Some trees have
been thinned. And an ornamental shrub garden is being restored near Maine
Medical Center. This work is being done on the regular operating budget, without state and federal funds. The brush trimmed from the park has been lying in
neat bundles for weeks, waiting for a free truck.
Baxter Boulevard is almost all tar now. In the '20s it was a two-lane dirt road
with swooping brick bridges and a walkway. It was also nearly treeless. ~ow the
trees are mature, measuring out the curves of the boulevard as the street lights do
at night. Recreational boaters do use the cove, as Baxter had hoped, bU,t only at
high tide. And it still stinks.
The jewels of Baxter's plan - the Western Prom, the Oaks, Baxter Boulevard
and the Eastern Prom are lusterless, but they do exist.

Missing links
The link between Baxter's jewels are weak where they exist at all. .
Baxter had wanted landscaped and tree-lined boulevards to link the Western
Prom with the Oaks, and the Oaks with Baxter Boulevard. From the east end of
Baxter Boulevard, Tukey's Bridge was to hook up with the Eastern Prom.' .
Anyone trying to walk the whole chain now would be smashed by traffic . .
Even cars have a tough time finding the~ way from ~~xter B.oulevar.d across
Tukey's Bridge to the Eastern Prom. There s another difflculty m crossmg 1-29~
between the Oaks and Baxter Boulevard.
There are whisperings of a solution. Parks and Public W. orks Dir.ec~or George .Flaherty says the University of Southern Maine ha~ ~en~on~ budding a footbridge over the highway to the Oaks. Another posslbIhty IS usmg fe?-eral money
to convert the railroad tracks along Marginal Way to a foot path. Guilford Transportation no longer uses the tracks, and Flaherty says the sta~e has asked Portland
if it would like to buy the tracks if they're abandoned. ThiS would connect the
Eastern Prom directly to the Oaks.
.
Besides his connecting boulevards, Baxter had hoped for stepping-stone
parks across the peninsula between the Eastern and Western Proms. The East
End was already taken care of: Fort Sumner Park is at the top of Munjoy Hill,
Eastern Cemetery and Lincoln Park reach toward the West End. Baxter suggested
adding two little parks, one at the junction of York and Pleasant streets (where
Giobbi's is), and another at the junction of Free and Congress streets (",:,h~re the
Hay building already stood in Baxter's day). Thos~ parks never matenahz~ ..
Parks and Recreation Superintendent Ben O'ReIlly says he has to be reahshc
about what he attempts in terms of restoration. He's trying to care for Portland's
old park system on a sm~ll operating ~~dg~t.
.,
''We're limited to mamtenance: fertillZatlOn, weed control, mowmg, raking,
contlnu.d on next pag....

Assorted gems
Lincoln Park, at the corner of Franklin and Congress streets, was built
as a fire break just after the fire of 1866, used to be a small forest. The dense
oaks, shown on old postcards, gave glimpses only of Franklin Street houses.
Fort Gorges sits offshore from the Eastern Prom in stony solitude. The
fort, built in 1858, is officially a city park, but is totally neglected. The dark
stairways, rotting wooden floors and high and rail-free rock walls give City
Hall an anxiety attack every few years. Water seeping through the brick
ceilings freezes every winter, loosening the mortar. But for the time being
Fort Gorges remains a unique and uncrowded city park.
Fort Allen Park looks like part of Eastern Prom, but it's not. It's the
section with the gazebo and the circular drive. Its name was nearly changed
in 1961 to Fort Preble Park on the grounds that Portland native Commodore
Edward Preble spent a good deal more time in Portland than Capt. William
Henry Allen, who never set foot here. The argument for Allen was that he
was in the news when the park was named (1814) for losing his leg, his boat,
and finally his life to the British.
Back Cove Park is the strip between Back Cove and 1-295 where people
play soccer, fly kites and launch wind surfers.
Payson Park, in the middle ofBaxter Boulevard, is active, alive and well.
There are always people on the tennis and basketball courts, and on the ice
rink in the winter. In the '70s the Longfellow Garden Club began an
arboretum in the south-east part.
Baxter Woods was given to the city by Percival Proctor Baxter, James
Baxter's son, and former governor of Maine. (Percival Baxter is the donor of
Baxter State Park, too.) The heavy woods stretch between Forest and
Stevens avenues. Although the woods have been neglected for decades, the
parks department has just rediscovered a trust fund set up by Percival
Baxter for maintaining them.
Evergreen Cemetery is a airy, huge cemetery park on Stevens Avenue
near Westbrook College. The ducks of Deering Oaks spend their winters in
a pond in Evergreen Cemetery.
Riverton Park would be unrecognizable to anyone who had seen it at
the turn of the century. The park is on the Presumpscot on the north side of
Forest Avenue. In the early part of this century it had a massive, brickarched casino and theater, gazebos, decorative bridges, canoes to rent and
gardens along its slopes. Today it is considered "open space," and it borders
on Hamlin Pit, a city dump. Washing machines and tires dot the park's
gullies, where erosion is hitting hard. Still, the river is there and deer tracks
share the paths with dog and human tracks.
Riverside Golf Course is on the other side of Hamlin Pit, off Ri verside
Drive. It's a rolling, tree-edged space used by cross-country skiers when the
club-swingers clear out.
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picking Up ~itter,:' he ~ys. There are six people on the forestry staff, and the total
parks crew IS 17. 'That snotenoughforacity this size," he says simply. Ten years
ago the forestry staff alone numbered 26.
To arborist Jeff Ta~1ing, six ~eople is nothing to complain about. Last year
there were three. In hIS new offIce he sifts eagerly through stacks of historical
maps, postcards, books and writings on Portland's parks. Olmsted's delicate
bl~e and ~reen ~lans are stacked with Baxter's park book. Tarling explains that
he IS making a slide show to teach Portlanders what a gift James Phinney Baxter
has left for them.
"It'.s funny," he says. "We've been building for 80 years and we haven't added
anythmg to the parks."
In fact, they have not even been maintained.

Forging new links
:'Planning, advocacy, constituency building, fund raising." The terms are
w?tten on big sheets of paper on the conference-room wall in City Hall. The
Fnen~s of the P~rks Commission is taking shape, seven years after it was
establish by the cIty council.
Whatever shape it takes, the Friends of the Park Commission will bring back

Pampering...
prepared perfectly!

some power to the parks. This group of citiz~ns and councilors is powerless to lay
down ~he law, but can make recommendations to the elected councilors. It can
also raISe money. And at a recent council discussion of the summer festivals in
the O~, individual members of the Friends of the Park demonstrated that they
ca~,raJSe the roof when they fear for the parks' safety.
~ you look back over the years, people in city government corne and go " says
D~vId Turner, a m~~ber of the commission. "Hopefully this park comnrlssion
WIll add som~ s~abIllty to the parks policy. We can plan 15,20 years ahead."
The COmilll5SlOn wa~ts t? start by taking an inventory of Portland' s parks and
open space. From there It will develop a plan for their maintenance and improvement.
C?ne set of plans it will probably work with is the "Waterlinks" proposal.
Deslgn.ed b~ local consul~ants, and n.ot yet formally accepted by the city council,
WaterlinI<:> IS a necklace Idea - a senes of loops extending to the city limits.
· Waterlinks would add two sapphires to Baxter's emeralds - the Maine State
PIer and the Portland Bridge.
· This s~mer, the western. hal! of the Maine State Pier (home of Casco Bay
Lme~) will ?ec0tt.te a park. Llghtmg and benches will be put in. Eventually a
public landing will be added.
'
· Th~ plan suggests t~at the new Portland-South Portland bridge be equipped
WIth blk~ ~d pedestria.n paths, benches and lighting. It also proposes that part
of the MIllion Dollar Bndge be maintained as a overlook spot.
In addition to the "Baxter/Olmsted Greenway," the Waterlinks plan presents
three other loops, radiating out from Baxter Boulevard. The loops are bordered
by the Fore and Presumpscot Rivers, incorporating them for canoe trails in some
places.
By playing the advocate's role the commission may be able to save Portland's
parks from bottOming out. Eleanor Ames, a trustee of the National Association
for Olmsted Parks, tells of Fairmount Park in Philadelphia where she used to live
.As foot and car traffic encroached on the tree roots the enormous, old trees i~
FaIrmount Park began to die. The parks department gave up rescue efforts and
rec.ently cut down 200 of the giants. Little trees have been planted now, and; new
philosophy of park use is growing with them. What was once thought of as
~mpty space, leftovers from the streets and buildings," is now being treated
wIth respect, she says.
"Th.U: says 'This landscape died,''' warns Ames. "It may be 40, 50, 60 years
?efor~ It s back. Part of the challenge now is to educate people to the fact thatthere
IS a IDce park system in Portland that is pretty much intact."

Breaking the cycle
. Whatever the Fri~~ds of the Parks plan, it's going to take money to make any
Improvements, and It s going to take a steady supply of money to keep up with
the wear and tear that continues.
Ames says t~at ~ Fa~ount Park the change in park-use philosophy brought
ab?ut a ch~nge m fmancmg parks. To start with, the renovations to the park were
patd forpnvately. And now events organizers pay $10,000 a day to use Fairmount
Park, she says. The organizer must also post a bond to cover any damage that
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A Fine Needlework Shop
3 Wharf St., Portland
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with this coupon ONLY $75 INCLUDES:
• Wash, Buff &Wax Exterior • Shampoo
Carpets & Upholstery • Clean Engine, Dashboard, Doors,
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In a Hurry?
Try our Quik-Lunch Menu

Grand Illusion
I Cover the Waterfront
15 SAT Santa Fe Trail
16 SUN Tulsa
17 MON The Fallen Idol
13THU
18 TUE Immoral Rattalion
14 FRI
19 WED Second Chorus
15 SAT

Soups $2.35 or Chowders $2.95
Sandwiches $3.75
Turkey, Roast Beef, Vegetarian, and Tuna Fish

Salads:
Small garden $2.75
Large garden $3.50
Spring Salad $3.95
Tuna and Cottage Cheese Plate $3.75
Hot Turkey Sandwich $5.50

Night at the
Movies Evenings

{~ret -"~" M~~~~~~c~~~~!~~
join us
i.' "

SLrC:f~~5~ 774-5246
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with

MAINE STREAM

Happy Hour 5-7:30

SELECTED KNITTING
350'oOFF
lC YARN TO EVERYONE
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We start.A from scratch!

And featuring

EVERY SUNDAY JAZZ 4-8
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Weeknights 7:00 p.m.
The Sock Hop
Judaic Art
Homegrown Opera
The Magic of Theatre

Playing R & B, SWING, SOUL & 60's ROCK N' ROLL
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Shelter From The Storm

You can make your own park and the City of Portland will help.
Under the Cooperative Tree Program, you buy it, the city plants it. In the
fall let the Parks and Public Works Department know that you want to plant
in the spring. They'll want the tree in public view, not in your back yard.
They'll help you choose a species of tree that is suited to your soil and space.
They'll recommend a nursery. This program is limited to 50 to 100 trees a
year, first come, first serve.
The Housing and Community Development program buys and plants
another 50 to 100 trees a year. These trees go into the sidewalks and public
areas of the peninsula, excluding the Western Prom. Anyone can request a
tree for their neighborhood.
The city has another tree planting program, for replacing 75 to 100 trees
each year in the parks and along roadways. These programs average 250
new trees a year, says City Arborist Jeff Tarling. This compares with 500 to
1,000 trees a year in the '705.

Hannah Holmes grew up in a part of Maine where they built houses to keep all that nature stull out.

Directed
Music

Make your own park

46 Market

* JEFF BRIDGES
* MARTIN LANDAU
* DEAN STOCKWElL

--Call 934·7888--

(Proof of social security # required)

The morning after the council adopted this compromise, Jeff Tarling was seen
heading for the elevator in City Hall. He paused for a moment, and said, "I don't
think the city's parks are going down anymore. I think they're on their way up."
Baxter would have approved of Tarling's optimism, and of the vigor the
Friends of the Parks Commission shows. He faced the same problems of dogged
development and tight purse-strings, as his writing shows:
Some years ago, when the Mayor of Cork visited Portland, I took him to the
Eastern Promenade, pausing at Fort Sumner Park ... and I ventured to outline to
him some of the improvements which I was then considering.
"But why don't you do it?" asked the Mayor with the little brogue which made
him most engaging.
"Because," I replied, "our people are rather shy of taxes."
"Taxes!" he exclaimed, ''Why should they bother about that if they get their
money's worth? What's money good for but to get the good of it?"

c·~-

THE MAN AND HIS DREAM

Also available:
Dinner Parties • Sunday I3ru nch
• Weddings·

4QO/oOFF
NUMBER!

Getting their money's worth

TUCKER

Intimate catering at its best.
Bring some romance into
your life!
Candlelile
dinners for
2-4 served at
your home
by your own
personal buller
in full black
tie tux.

APRIL'S

might result from the event.
"The big cycle is: capital expenditure, followed by a lack of maintenance. Then
the parks need a new capital expenditure," says Turner. He has a plan to, as he
says, "smooth out these cycles.
"In cities that make it easy to contribute land and gifts, they've been very
successful in raising money," he says. He wants to streamline procedures for
people to make bequests, establish trust funds, or commit to annual donations.
He fully believes money will corne in. "1 think it'll be really easy, actually."
As Turner points out, the market factors that Baxter used to persuade people
to pay for parks are still valid - perhaps more than ever, considering the
encroachment of buildings on Portland's open space. In addition to pushing up
the value of the houses nearby, a healthy park makes employment in the area attractive, too, says Dana Anderson. He says businesses coming to South Portland
are usually more than willing to draw trees and picnic tables into their plans.
Money and power will go a long way. But to maintain any progress the city
will have to learn to think about its parks differently - as a resource that can be
used up if used wrong.
"Is Deering Oaks physically large enough to handle the daily wear and tear?"
asks Anderson. "Probably, with a good maintenance program. With the Arts Festival and the Deering Oaks Festival? No."
Each park was originally designed for different kinds of activity, so it may be
that an activity the Eastern Prom can survive should be banned from Deering
Oaks, say the park advocates.
And this year for the first time that is exactly what happened. The council said
"No" to the carnival that accompanies the Deering Oaks Festival. The Parkside
Neighborhood Association (adjacent to Deering Oaks) worked with the Chamber of Commerce (which sponsors the festival) to find another place to set up the
towering, flashing rides and ring-toss booths. This year the contraptions will be
parked in the King Middle School parking lot, across Deering Avenue. The Oaks
will be spared the concentration of foot and truck traffic the carnival brings.

Critic's Choice
Latenights

Alexander Nevsky
Beat the Devil
Secret Agent
16SUN David & Lisa
17MON The Rage of Paris
18TUE Ecsta5Y
19WED Rififi
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Chicken Parmigiana
Fettucine Alfredo
Haddock Parmigiana
Eggplant Parmigiana
Choice of Pasta or Salad

$5.95

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

All Old Port Tradition
GREAT STFAKS

FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

Wby Go Anywbere Else?

LUNCH
Monday. Saturday 11:30-4:30

DINNER
Monday. Saturday 4:30·12:30

SUNDAY HOURS
11:30.9p.m.

Sundays Noon-9 PM • Weekdays 3-10 P.M. (Fri. - Sat. excluded)

83 Exchange Street, Portland, ME

One Danforth Street, Portland • 772·0873

773-4731

- -- - - - -

----

----

at no cost to Portland residents who complete a short
training course. The station,
which is provided through
Portland's franchise agreement with Public Cable,
currently
airs three hours of
Any Portland resident can
produco:! a television show for programming every Thurspublic access TV. The studio day evening. The Community
of Four Portland is available Cable Network is available to
local non-profit organizations
for the production of low-cost
community programs. Four
Portland and CCN are having
an open house today, 5-7
p.m., in their studios at 68
High St. (third floor) in
Portland. Local performers

An exhibit of more than 70
oils, watercolors, etchings
and sketches of the New
England landscape and
seascape by Charles H.
Woodbury 0864-1940)
opens today at the Portland Museum of Art.
Woodbury, who studied
engineering, paints clouds
and waves that are compelling and accurate in his
paintings of the unspoiled
forests and rocky coasts of
New England. The exhibit is
the topic of a gallery talk
given by Allison Perkins on
April 20, 5:15 p.m. and on
April 21 at 12:30 p.rn. at
the museum.
Sound poet Anne Whitten presents a program
of sound poetry - a performance using groups
of voices, singing,
speaking and chanting.
Whitten performs at
7:30 p.rn. at the Maine
Writers Center, 19D
Mason St., Brunswick. The performance is sponsored by the
Union of
Maine

t

Thursday, April 13th
7 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.
"'" Q

tlo

Love the Cure, Smiths,
Sisters of Mercy,
New Order, REM,
Depeche Mode,
Front 242, Nitzer Ebb ...
iTf-iEN 'OHECK 'OOT1rHE O~tv

:CLUB )lHAT ':f:J.LAYSTflSMI

POSTMOD
MUSIC
Every Friday
Night 8:30-2

CHEM FREE

31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND. 773-8187

Sonesto Ballroom
157 High St.

0

~

Coine to:!,.

Our Par~l

.~~A ..D:
JOIN US IT'S FREE!

..

. .. . ... ... . . . . .

"Writing About Lives" is
the focus of the third annual
writers' festival at USM.
Participants explore the line
between fiction and nonfiction and how material from
their own lives is altered in
their writing. Today, writer
and political activist Grace
Paley speaks on "Writing
from Women's Experience" in
305 Masterton Hall at 12:30
p.m. Paley will read from her
fiction tonight at 7:30 in
Luther Bonney Auditorium.
A panel discussion moderated by Ken Rosen, winner of
the 1988 Maine Arts Commission chapbook competition,
begins at 2:30 p.m. in 113
Masterton Hall. Panelists
include Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Richard Howard,
journalist John Lovell, novelist David Bradley and Little,
Brown & Co. editor Christina
Ward. Following the panel
discussion Richard Howard
reads his poetry at 4 p.m. All
events are free and open to
the public. For more information on these or other festival
events, call 780-4291.
Blues guitarist Ronnie Earl
left Roomful of Blues last year
and got together a band,
which includes vocalist
Darrell Nulisch, bass player
Steve Gomes, Dickie Reed
(also from Roomful) and
Portland's own Per Hanson
on drums. Ronnie Earl and
his band, The Broadcasters,
play tonight at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland.
Escape from cabin fever .. .
Almost 50 years ago, Tony
Matt made his famous schuss
of the Tuckerman Ravine
Headwall. Film footage of
this and other famous ski
runs is being shown this
evening at Appalachian
Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp in New Hampshire at 8 p.m. The film is free.
For more information, call
603-466-2721.

.
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Ifight Hen Out I
10 Exchan"" St. Portbnd

772·9600

25A Forest Ave. (off Congress)

II.ij

774-0465

eM I

Co-produced by
Casco Northern Bank
and Hancock Lumber

The first annual Maine's
Best Guitarist Competition
happens tonight at T-Birds,
126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
Twenty Maine guitarists will
compete for $5000 in prizes
provided by Daddy's Junky

Hospital's Medical Staff
Auditorium, 144 State St.,
Portland. The other lectures
in the series are on allergies, .
sports injuries, lifestyles and
health, and less conventional
cancer treatments. For more
information, call 879-3488.

David Burwell, president of
the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, discusses the project of
restoring abandoned railroad
paths as trails and on the
prospect of developing rail
trails in Maine and New
England in a talk, "Discovering America by Abandoned
Rail Trails" at 7:30 p.m. in the
L.L. Bean Casco Street ConJames H . Mindy of the
ference Center, one-half mile
Maine Human Rights Comsouth of the retail store in
mission speaks on the
Freeport. The talk is free and
Irish immigration into Maine
open to the public.
in a lecture, "Children of the
Big, big blues show. Biggest
Gael," as part of the Maine
haJl in town. The Robert Cray
Historical Society's series
Band is in town for one big
"Down East 'Melting
show at 8 p.m. in CumberPot."'The lecture is at 12 noon
land County Civic Center.
at the First Parish Church, 425
Opening for Robert Cray is
Congress St., Portland. The
Ivan Neville and the Room.
program is free, but donaTickets are $16.50, available at
tions are gratefully accepted.
the Civic Center box office
More history: Paul Lipke, a
Who will be judged
and at all Ticketron outlets.
Maine's best guitarist?
maritime researcher, disThe Portland String Quartet
See Tuesday•••
cusses the reconstruction of
continue the cycle of
an Athenian trireme or
Beethoven string quartets
warship as part of the Maine
with a performance of quarMaritime Museum's Winter
tets Opus 18 #6, Opus 133
Lecture Series at 7:30 p .m. at
"The Grosse Fuge," and Opus
Morse High School, High St.,
135. The performance is at 8
Bath. Admission is $2. For
p.m. in the Immanuel Baptist
more information, call 442Church, High St., Portland.
Prof. William Slavick, a
7401.
Tickets are $10 and are availmember of Veterans for Peace able at gallery Music, Starbird
"Stress Control: Making
Your World More Livable" is and the chairman of Maine
Music Shoppe and at the
Pax Christi, will discuss the
the first of a series of free,
door.
public lectures being offered _importance of religion as a
major force in realizing the
at Mercy Hospital on
Wednesday evenings through goal to abolish war by the
year 2000 at tonight's VeterMay 17. Tonight's lecture is
ans for Peace meeting. The
being given by Dr. Melvyn
meeting is held at 7:30 p.rn. at
Attfield, who will discuss
the Westbrook-Warren
setting up schedules to set
priorities and defining quotas Congregational Church, 810
Do you miss the Saturday
Main St., Westbrook. lt is free
of activities. The lecture
morning reruns of the "The
and open to the public.
begins at 7 p.m. in Mercy
Flintstones" - Dino, brontosaurus burgers, and all the
prehistoric jazz? USM's
Department of Geosciences is
showing a bit more than
rocks this afternoon at a
Dinosaur Film Festival in 10
Bailey Hall on the Gorham
campus. The four-hour
festival begins at 1 p.m. and
The Kora Temple
includes animated shorts and
Shrine Circus IS
in town at the
the 1940 full-length movie,
Cumberland County
"One Million B. c.," starring
Civic Center with
Victor Mature. (The movie is
two shows daily.
rumored to have been begun
by DW. Griffith before
production was taken over by
producer Hal Roach.) The
movies are free and open to
the public. For more information, caU 780-5359.

Apri' 17th -19th---'""::::o=-

The Shrine Circus is in town
today through Wednesday at
the Cumberland County Civic
Center. Headlining this year's
show are the Russian circus
couple Lubov Pisarenkova
and Yuri Krasnov, who
defected three years ago
while perfo'r ming with the
Leningrad Music Hall performing troupe in Seychelles.
Their performance combines
traditional circus fare with
ballet and drama in a unique
way. Performances are daily
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PORTLAND

MON - TUES 7. 9

APRIL 19-23

Local writer Agnes Bushell,
chair of the Department of
English at the PSA, has
written a Portland detective
novel. She will give a reading
from her mystery, "Shadow
Dance," today at 2 p.m. at
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
Congress St., Portland.

Directed by

PG

SAT - SUN MAT 3
SUN EVE 9

at 2 and 7 p.rn. Tickets are $6
and $4; $2 for children. For
information, call 775-3458.
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The Portland String Quartet conti nues their
cycle of the Beethoven string quartets April 21.

~~S\~H;t l~

THE-MOVIES
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Music Stores and awarded to
the top three guitarists. Most
of the guitar fare is rock and
roll, but the judges will be
looking for a diversity of
styles in each of the twominute guitar solos. The
competition begins at 8 p.m.
Admission is $5.

Visual Artists and is free
and open to the
public. The show that
almost never was. If
all's well, Bo
Diddleywill play at
Raoul's tonight, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland.

will be on hand to demonstrate the studio's capabilities and many of the
current users of
public access
TV will be
on hand to
answer
questions.
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HELP AND ADVICE
ON ALL PROBLEMS
SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE &BUSINESS

1..

SHE HELPED TO
REUNITE THE
SEPARATED
NO PROBLEM SO GREAT
SHE CANNOT HELP YOU
COME TODAYFEEL BEDER TOMORROW

871-7134
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Brighton Ave· Portland, Me.
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Robert Anton Wilson's

WILHELM REICH
IN HELL April 13, 14, 15
7 p.m. Performance

~

THE TREE CAFE

~

Adult $10 • Student & Senior $5
Cluster Seating 51$30
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45 Danforth Street
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LEGACY SPEAKERS

aULERY127.
127 Mlthlle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

Support your
Local GaUery
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BECAUSE IT COSTS
YOU LESS

1~~1t1Lits

RECORDS-TAPES-CD'S

AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING
10 EXCHANGE ST.
LOWER LEVEL • PORTLAND

Y·NOT?
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April 13,1989
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Free Parking at Raoul's
~OUL'S

Restaurant and Tavern
Fri and Sat
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SILVER
SCREEN

Brazil is an 'out there" comedy from
Australia about a paper pusher in some
bleak future world. All I remember from
this one are the air conditioning vents
from hell.
Bye Bye Brazil follows a travelling
show through the forests and villages
of Brazil.
Cyborg Jean-Claude Van Damee plays
a muscle-bound defender of right in a
future world gone awry.

--.. . .
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What's Where
Maine Mall Road, S Portland

774·1022

Dlt.org~lz.d

Crime IA)

1:15.3:15.5:15.7:15.9:15

Say Anything (PG.13)
1,3,5,7,9

The Dr.am T.am (PG.13)
12:45.3.5:15.7:30,9:45
Malor League (R)
1,3:1 0, 5:20, 7:30. 9:40
Dead Calm (A)

1.3,5.7.9
1 :30, 3:25, 5:20, 7
(7 pm show 1rom Apr 14)
Lean on M. (PG-131
1,3:10,5:15.7:25,9:35
(9:35 only Irom Apr 14)
Working Girl (A)
7.9:15 (1t1rough Apr 13)
Skin Deep (RJ

12:45,2:55.5.7:05.9:15
(through Apr 13)

Temple and Middle, Portland

772·9751
(no fllst show Apr 13-14)

The Accidental Tourist In this
movie based on the novel by Anne
Tyler, William Hurt stars as an introverted travel writer who faces emotional diHiculties lollowing the death 01
his son and a separation from his wife
(Kathleen Tumer). Geena Davis plays a
pet trainer who tums Hurt·s life around.
The best scenes in the movie center
around the writer's eccentric Baltimore
family headed by his sister, wonderfully
portrayed by Amy Wright.

SATURDAV 4,1 5

Dangerous Liaisons Director
Stephen Frears has brought moviemaking back into the realm of art.
Frears buifds upon the novel of Laclos
(actually, a collection of letters) and the
stage/screenpfay by Christopher
Hampton to accomplish what neither
had accomplished - an overwhelming
feeling of intimacy with the story and its
characters. Glenn Close is marvelous
as the cold, calculating and painfully-inlove Marquise. Malkovitch is seductive
beyond words. If art isn't your fancy,
the story is about decadence, sex, revenge and somewhere, hidden beneath
it all, love . • recommends this ene
again and again and again ...
Dead Calm A couple's sailing trip is interrupted by a strange man from another boat in this suspense thriller.
The Dream Team Michael Keaton,
Christopher Lloyd, Peter Boyle and
Stephen Furst playa group of mentaf
patients in this comedy, separated from
their therapist while on an outing.

Bill & Ted's

Excellent Adventure IPGI
1:20.4:15 (opens Apr14)
Sh." Out 01 Control f PG I
1:45.4.7:15.9:15 (open Apr 141

Cyborg IRI

1:40,4:10.7:30,9;30
Dang_ous Liaisons CR)
1 :25.4:20.7:0 5.9;35
Rain Man (R)

1 :30, 4, 6.45, 9:20
Aceldental Tourist (PC)

4:30. 6:50. 9'30
(no 4:30 show 'rom Apr 14)

SIng IPG·131
9:40 11hrough Apr 13}
MSssls.'ppl Burning (R)
1 :35. 4:05. 7:20 (1hrough Apr 13)

The Movies
10 Exchange. Portland

772·9600
Who Framed Roger Rabbit
Apr12·16
Wed·Sat at 7, 9
Sat·Sun mal at 1
Sun at 7
E15ur

Apr15· 16
Sal a! 3 pm
Sun at 3, 9
Mon-Tue at 7, 9

Apr 19-23
Woo-Fri a17, 9:15

THE TRUE NON BELIEVERS

'EJ:] i{I11'j: (1" al ] ii i!J :1.ll$I'+1II1

Women on the Verge
of. Nervous Breakdown (AI
1:45.4:15.7'10.9:25 (1hroughApr 13)
1 :50.4:05,7:10.9:25 (Irom Apr 14)

Sat at 1, 7. 9:15
Sun at 1. 7

The Accused is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago.
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime. Kelly McGillis
plays an attomey who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape. Later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony .•recommends, but with
the warning that the movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches.

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
654·9116

MoVies are not scheduled al press lime;
call ahead to oonlirm limes
A.ln M.n (R)

7, 9:15
Bill .. T.d'_ EXcellent Adv.nt ..... (POI

7. weekend mats aI 1. 3
Troop B.verly Hili_ (PGI
7. 9. weekend mats at 1 t 3
Sing (PG·13)
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3
Cyborg fRI
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1 :15,3:15

Eight Men Out John Sayles' historical account of 1919 Worfd Series
scandal. In "Eight Men Out' Sayles
recreates the elements of greed, manipulation and frustration over low
salaries which led up to the conspiracy.
Starring John Cusack, D.B. Sweeney
and Charlie Sheen . A good effort.
.recornmends ...

Three Fugltlv••
7, 9, weekend mats at "
The Accu •• d
9 only

Evening Star
Tontine Mall,Brunswlck
729·5486
Worlling Girt (RI
7.9:10 11hrough Apr13)

Portland Museum of Art
Australian Film Festival

s..."'P"ace
Apr 13. 7 pm

Tickets are $3.50

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
April 14 - Bo Diddley - Raoul's
April 15 - E.C. Jordan Co. (private) • April 21-22 - Horsefeathers
April 23 - Benefit for Abused Children • April 28-29 - Dry Dock
April 30 - Cruise for Muscular Dystrophy/ScaLia Prince

MAINE MUSIC AWARDS
BEST RHYTHM & BLUES BAND
PLAYING 40 YEARS OF GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC
Spedalizing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

Fletch Lives Chevy Chase retums in
this sequel (oops ... must have missed
the original once again), playing a reporter from L.A. who finds himself in the
netherlands of the deep South.
Lean on Me is based on the true story
of John Clark (Morgan Freeman), who
was asked to straighten up a high
school overrun by violence and drug
dealers.
Major League In case you didn't notice, baseball season has begun .
Charlie Sheen stars in this comedy
about a group of screwballs playing for
the Cleveland Indians.
Mississippi Burning is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express") and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is not, unfortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The plot and suspense hinge on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex-Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, a
Northern liberal. Unfortunately, their
differences are made evident by artificial means . The violence of the racial
tension is detached and not intentionally so.

Eight Men Out

from Boston

FOR: UNTAMED YOUTH on tour from Missouri-April 29th.

Truck & Trailer Pulls
Civic Center Concerts
Maine Mariners games
Boring trade shows
Old Port nightlife
Plus all concerts at Raoul's

Maine Mall Cinemas

Nickelodeon

L~~K

**
**
*

The Rescuer. (GI

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street

LEVI .JAMES hosts

aU

F1.tch Lives IPG)

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI

"Beyond the Blues"

oJ"

1:15.3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15

Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

with

tax included

1989"1990

f

Portland, ME • 774·3550

I

T

865 FOREST AVE"

Fri and Sat April 21·22

Every day of the week

M

I
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R & B, Motown, Sixties Classics, Swing and
miscellaneous Musical Jewels

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

$2
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.lIstlngs must be received by 5 pm the Thursday prfor to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102 775.6601

for only

Bowdoin

The Gods Must a. Crazy
Apr 14,7:30 and 10 pm
Smll1h Auditorium

Bradl

Apr 15. 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith A.uditorlum

Bill & Ted's Exceilent Adventure
Two high school students discover a
time machine and use it to meet such
great minds as Socrates, Freud, and
Abraham Lincoln. The movie sounds interesting but according to those who
have sat through it, it's not.

By. By. Bra"l

Apr 16, 7:30 pm
Kresge Auditorium

Wing. of D.slre
Apr 19, 3:30 and 6 pm
Kresge AudItorium
MathemaUcs FUm F••tlval
Apr 19,7:30 pm
Beam Classroon. Visual Art Center

•••

Rain Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother who has just
discovered his brother's existence and
has his eye on the inheritance .
Unfortunately, Cruise'S performance is
just good enough; he is diminutive in
the presence of Hoffman. But what is
done is done, and .recommends you
see Hoffman's performance (everyone
has something to say about it), but be
warned - that is all you are going to
see.

Sing Lots of boys dancing dirty. High
school students in Brooklyn overcome
limited funds and the show (their annual
song-and-dance competition) goes on.
Smash Palace is set in a junk yard in
New Zealand, which sets the stage for a
deteriorating relationship. The movie is
directed by Roger Donaldson, who also
directed the remake, "The Bounty," and
"No Way Out'

Thursday.
The Cave Dogs and Llamas (new
music) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
Bad Credit (rock) Geno's, t3 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
G,G. Turner (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246 .
Daug.hter Jucil (rock) Mikie D's, 539
Deenng, Portland. 772-0005.
Bebe Buell & the Gargoyles and
The Whigs (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
EI Cld (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.
Port City All Sta .. (rock) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
The Boyz ('60s rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach . 934-48 73 .

UPCOMING SHOWS

April 14 - Bo Diddley (2 shows)
April 15 - Ronnie Earl & the Broadcasters
April 21 - The Tail Gators and
Evan Johns and the H·bombs
April 22 - Bill Chinnock
April 28 - Delbert McClinton
April 29 - Jon Bukher

Ticket Info. 773-6886
Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

Friday.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit carried
away most of the Oscars for special
effect Bob Hoskins plays a cheap detective hired by a cartoon rabbit,
Roger , who has been framed for the
murder of his wife's (the luscious Jessica) boyfriend. The animation, and the
interplay with the live characters, is astounding . • recommends ...
Wings of Desire German director
Wim Wenders ' tale 01 an angel who
covets the corporeal state of man .
• recommends ...
Women on the Verge of a Ner·
vous Breakdown Carmen Maura
may be going nuts but she's got it together more than some of the other
women characters in this Academy
Award nominee from Spain . Maura
plays a TV actress who goes nuts because her lover won't stay put. And if
that's not enough ... This is certainly
one of Almodovar's tamer movies, but it
is funny and fresh . • recommends ...
Working Girf Mike Nichols' latest film
stars Melanie Griffith as a Staten Island
secretary who is taking pointers on
corporate success from Sigourney
Weaver. Harrison Ford plays the love
interest. Sigourney Weaver is fabulous
as Katherine Parker, yuppie executive
and the woman you love to hate - the
type who talks about relationships as
mergers and is brimming over with so
much false sincerity that when she
goes over a cliff skiing, we cheer.
Unfortunately, we are more thrilled by
Parker'S demise than her secretary's
successes, which is what the movie focuses on.

G.G. Tumer (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Shirley Lewis & the Move.. (rock)
Millie D's, 539 Deering, Portland. 7720005.
Bebe Buell & the Gargoyles (rock)
Marble Bar, 53 York, Portland. 773-5516.
The
Wave
Breakers
(rock)
Horsefeather's, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.
Hot Property and Bates Hotel (rock)
Geno's. 13 Brown , Portland. 761-2506.
EI Cid (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.
Deeper in Debt (claSSIC rocklblues)
Tommy's North Shore, Naples
Dancer (rock) LB's Pub, Rt. 302, N. Windham. 892-8923 .
with
Metamorphosis and Rigamarole
(psychedelic) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
San Francisco Nights
Portland. 774-1441 .
The Boyz ('60s rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873 .
Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b)
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial , Portland. 7743550.
~!IIIIJ!1I!II"""
Bo Dlddley (blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886 .
John Melis51 (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore,
Portland. 871 -0663.
Organ and Piano Duo (classical) Works
performed include Johann Walther's
Organ Concerto No.8, Bach's "Sheep
May Gently Graze" and Guilmant's Pastorale for Piano and Organ , P D.O. Bach's
Free Admission
"Toot. Suite" and transcription of pieces by
Stones fried chicken
Tchalkowsky; 7:45 pm, Portland City Hall
D.W, Gill &
AuditOrium. Free and open the public. For
more information, call 767-3297.
The Blue Nights 9 p.m .
USM Faculty Concert Series (class i- 1~=_iiiiiiiiii~========-1
cal) Jara Goodrich and Nancy Smith
pe~form music for harp and percussion,
InCluding Ravel's "Introduction et Allegro"
and Milhaud's "Percussion Concerto': 8
pm In Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham .
Tickets are $71$4. For more information
call 780-5555.
'
Cathedra. Chamber Singe.. (classical) Willi!lm Byrd's "Mass for Four VOices"
8 pm; Trinity Episcopal Church, Lewiston .
Suggested $3 donation. 772-5434

THE
CAVEDOGS
THE LLAMAS

RIGAMOROLE
METAMORPHISIS

PLATE 0' SHRIMP

. . new and professional
IiJ organization molded from

the area's mostlcgendary bands.

rn

laying ... R & B, Motown,
. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.
I

Now booking for
weddings, special event~,
company and private parties.

Call: 774-4349
or 767·0873
April 14-15

DRY DOCK· Portland
April 2) -22

PORTGARDENS • Kennebunkport

Saturday.
G.G. Turner (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Shirley Lewis & the Movers (rock)
Mikie D's, 539 Deering, Portland 7720005.
Bebe Buell & the Gargoyles (rock)
Marble Bar, 53 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Tanki Flip and The True Non Believ.
ers (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown , Portland.
761 -2506.
The
Wave
Breakers
(rock)
Horsefeather's, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501.

~ORE •••

Billy Dare &Crazy Moonbeam ""'J~~
COMING: - - - - - 1 ~
4.21· '"!be Rage of Paris' Kanda Bongo Man
4.22· Concrete Blonde
4.25· Rolly Gray and Soca Sunfire
4.27· Mighty Diamonds

45 Danforth Street, Portland

FULL SIZE

LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT
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DON'T BE AFRAID OF THE DARK TOUR

PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
64TH SEASON 1988-89

YEFIM BRONFMAN, PIANO

.......,,........-

Mon. April 24 at 7:45 p.m.
Tues. April 25 at 7:45 p.m.

EI Cld (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.
AI H811c1ay (rock) Brunswick. 34 W. Grand,
Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.
~.r In Debt (classic rocklblues)
Tommy's North Shore, Naples.
DIInc.r (rock) LB's Pub. Rt. 302, N. Windham. 892-8923.
Wild H •• rt. (rock) Marble Bar. 53 Vorl<,
Portland. 773-5516.
Big ChI.f • the Contlnenta .. (r&b)
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 7743550.
Ronnl. E.rt • the BreNldc••t ....
(blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest. Portland. 773-

Portland City Hall Auditorium

R. STRAUSS Don Juan
SAINT-SAENS Piano
Concerto in GMinor; Op_ 22
DE FALLA The ThreeCornered Hat

Free coocert preview April 25 at 6:30 p.nt

GREAT SET , "STRANGE" PLAY

Tickets: $23, $19, $14, $9

"Breaking the Silence"

CALL 773-8191
Concert Spoosors: Key Trust and Key Bank

'-

6886.

Speaker: Yefim Bronfman.

"DOWN EAST 'MELTING POT'"
Spring Lecture Series

.~
v~t~

\11

"CHILDREN OF THE GAEL"
_ Dr. James H. Mundy, Maine Human Rights Commission
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 1989
Noon to 1 P.M_
First Parish Church • 425 Congress St • Portland

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIElY

Sleek Schlepping
C~ The bag with aU the options.
An outside folio pocket big enough
to hold file folders with short

leather clad handles and a full
length adjustable strap_ A
commodius interior big enough
to hold your shoes, lunch and a
purse with a zippered top for
weather and security.
Colors: black,
$42.50
navy, taupe_

774-1822

people like Polya, who didn't
Portland Stage Company's Bolshevik Russia.
have
the requiSite education to
The
play
rushes
headlong
final offering for the season is
operate
a government."
through
two
acts,
touching
on
"Breaking The Silence." WritThe Verkoffs of Lenin's
ten by Stephen Poliakoff, the Nikolai's refusal to change with
play is based on the life of his the times, his wife's liberation, Russia were the true idealists
Russian grandfather, a man in- the maid's rise in social status, of the early Revolution, accordstrumental in inventing sound and Alexander's attempts to ing to Ackerman.
The Verkoffs acted as
conform with the times in spite
for talking pictures.
The time: Early 1920s, dur- of his father's refusal to do so. "guardian angels" for the reing the Bolshevik Revolution, Lenin's Russia is personified in luctant innocents like Nikolai,
when Russia's social upheaval Verkoff, who seems the villain who would not defend themwas upstaged only by the vast- as he forces the Pesiakoff fam- selves, nor change their ideolness of the interminable land- ily to reside in the one-room ogy despite threats to do so,
according to Dr. Thoscape. The place: A
mas R. Beyer of Middisheveled luxury
dlebury
College, a
railroad car where
specialist
in Russian
the
aristocratic
drama
and
literature.
Pesiakoff family has
Beyer
also
focused
rebeen ordered to set
marks on Eugenia's
up their household.
and Polya's roles. EuThe cast: Nikolai
genia, according to
Pesiakoff
(Reno
Beyer, "is the true artRoop), a father, arisist. She adapts, bu t
tocrat and inventor;
does
not comprohis wife, Eugenia
mise_" And Polya fol(Ann Ducati); their
lows a line of Russian
maid, Polya (Charwomen who helped
lotte Maier); their
build a new nation,
son,
Alexander
only to become mired
(Nicholas Strouse);
in the patriarchal sociComrade Verkoff
ety
that remains to(Christopher Mcday_
Hale); and two
Responding to an
guards
(Kevin
audience
member
O'Leary and Claude
who asked if any genFile).
Portland Stage has Rello ROop andAtm Ducati ill -Breaking The Silence. -iuses remained in
Russia after the Revowrapped an entire
lution,
Beyer
said, "Russia lost
railroad
car,
but
in
the
end
railroad car around the perimethat
generation
of people to
Verkoff
has
secretly
encourter of its stage, and it looks
Berlin,
Paris,
Prague,
and a few
aged
Nikolai's
attempts
to
magnificent. Set designer
to England and America."
Christopher Barecca, who pre- pursue his ideas.
"How would modem RusThere is also the underlying
viously designed the PSC sets
for "Tartuffe" and "Hard theme of "What is the artist's sians respond to the play?"
Times," has created an illusion place in a repressed society?" asked another audience memthat deserves the applause it Unfortunately, what shines ber.
"Their ability to relate to
gets when the curtain rises_ The through is that it is the artist's
car rests on its wheels on a set place to be a self-centered, self- those not in sympathy with the
of tracks, and it looks as if the indulgent genius who makes Revolution is difficult," rePesiakoff family could chug off everyone around him miser- sponded Beyer.
Poliakoffs themes touch too
into the distance after hearing able while he discovers whatlightly
on all these remarks.
ever
it
is
he
is
supposed
to
disthe Russian equivalent of
Portland
Stage has valiantly atcover.
"'Board!"
tempted
a massive undertakStage
Company
Portland
But as wonderful as the set
but
PSC
can't educate their
ing,
had
a
good
idea
when
it
deis, it completely overpowers the
audience
in
the
subtler aspects
"Scholars
on
cided
to
hold
the
play_ It's rather like peering into
of
the
Russian
Revolution
and
Stage"
humanities
discussions
the inside of a moire-covered
its
aristocratic
mind
set
prior
to
during
the
run
of
each
of
the
mouth. It's very red and it looks
performance.
It
is
the
plays
presented
this
season.
as if it's going to swallow the
This one was almost necessary, playwright's responsibility to
cast at any moment.
Perhaps that wouldn't be a as it helped explain some of stir the observer's curiosity
bad idea. There is nothing what was going on between regarding matters not totally
understood, but "Breaking the
sadder than seeing good actors the lines.
Silence" creates a confusion
A
member
of
the
discussion
trying to create characters from
that leaves the imagination
panel,
John
Ackerman,
Editora emotionally stingy script. It's
wandering directionless upon
In-Chief
of
Cornell
University
like trying to hang a hat on a
a
bleak plain not unlike the
Press,
said
that
after
Russia's
cloud.
Russian
steppes during the
Civil
War,
"its
industrial
base
"Breaking The Silence"
winter.
contains dramatic tension and was all but gone_ Aristocrats
"Strange play," someone
a knowledgeable grasp of the (like the Pesiakoffs) burned
remarked
as they were leaving
subject matter, but not much ev:erything, beginning with
the
performance.
Yes. But the
character depth. Perhaps Po- their furniture, then their liis
incredible_
set
-Hakoff fell off track in attempt- braries. They began dismaning to cover the width and tling their homes ... "
.. n Shep .. rd once sat in a boxcar
Russian bureaucracy, said Morg
breadth of the social, economic
lighting matches with her friend. Ralphie.
and political dissension of early Ackerman, "was filled with who was later alTested for trying to burn
down an elementary school.

PI.te-O-Shrimp (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
St...lght Lac.(acoustic) The Shawmut
Inn. Kennebunkport
John M.I.... (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore,
Portland. 871-0663.
B ...d T.noy. Friend. (jazz) 8 pm. The
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington. Bath.
TIckets are $1 01$8. For more information,
call 442-8455.
The Ritz (jazz vocals) 7:30 pm. Waldo
Theater. Waldoboro. 'tickets are $11 in
advance, $14 at the door. For reservations. call 832-6373.
B.nefit Raelt.l. to support the Tedford
Shelter in Brunswick Pianist Gary Hammond and soprano Joanne Low perform
songs by Schubert and Mendelssohn;
Hammond performs works for solo piano
by Beethoven and Chopin; 8 pm. First
Parish Church, Maine St., Brunswick.
TIckets are $6. For more information, call
729-6333.
B.t •• ColI.g. S.ri•• Early Italian
sonatas for recorder, harpsichord and
cello; 8:15 pm in the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall. Bates College, Lewiston.
TIckets are $16. For more information,
call 786-6135.

Sunday.
".Ine S.....m (jazz) 4-8 pm; EI Mirador,
50 Wharf. Portland. 871-0050.
I ....h J.m . . . .Ion 2-6 pm Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland. 772-2739.
Blues J _ Se••lon 1-7 pm Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Regg•• J.m Se•• lon 7-11 pm Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Chartl. Brown Orc ....t ... (rock) Old
Port Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-

0444.
Levi .lamas • Fri.nds Geno·s. 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
. . .n Sheart_(lrish folk) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore. Portland. 772-2739.
"nellt Raelt.l. 10 support the Tedford
Shelter in Brunswick Pianist Gary Ham·
mond and soprano Joanne Low perform
songs by Schubert and Mendelssohn;
Hammond performs works lor solo piano
by Beethoven and Chopin; 3 pm. First
Parish Church, Maine St.. BrunswiCk.
TIckets are $6. For more information, call
729-6333.

Monday.
Wing .nd • Pray.r (rock) Old Port
Tavem. 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

Tuesday.
B.t. . Hot.1 (rock) Mikie O·s. 539 Deering. Portland. 772-0005.
M.lne'. Bast Qull.ri.t Competl"
tlon (rock & other stuff) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
One Foundation (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

Wednesday.
Flip City (rock) Mikie O's. 539 Deering,
Portland. 772-0005.
Curf.w (rock) Marble Bar, 53 Vorl<, Portland. 773-55t6.
M.gazlne (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd.
Portland. 773-8040.

dancing.
Zootz,

31 Forest. Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: progressive
dance mix; Sat: latest dance music; Sun :
request night; Wed: new wave - all ages.
773-8187.
The Exchang. Club. 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30 am
on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Spring Point Caf., 175 Picket, S. Portland. Dancing Friday nights with Gerry
Hundey.
Calli Danc. (Irish folk dancing) 2 pm, SI.
Patrick's Church, next to Westgate Shopping Center, Portland. AdmiSSIon is free.

upcoming.
The Robart C ..., B.nd (blues) Apr 21,
8 pm at the Cumberland County Civic
Center. Tickets are $16.50 and are available at the Civic Center box office and
through TIcketron and Teletron. For more
information. call 775-3458.
The T.llgat.... and Ev.n .Ioh_ &
the ft.Bomlts (Texas r&r) Apr 21 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
PhIl Woods Quintet (jazz) Apr 30. 7
and 9:30 pm at Zootz. ~1 Forest, Portland. TICkets at Amadeus Music. 7738187.

CRAYBA'D

ON~

TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR

The C ...ckw.lk.r by

1989 GRAMMY
A WARD WINNER
featurtng

WALL

THE MEMPHIS HORNS
plus specIal guests

IVAN NEVILLE & THE ROOM

opening.

Up Down. . .t to C.mpob.llo Exhibit
of paintings by Portland watercolorist
Suzanne M. Bourassa through May 26 at
Feller & Co.• Cinnamon Building. One
Pleasant. Portland. Opening reception
Apr 13, 5:30-8 pm.
E.rth, Sa. .nd Sky: Ch.rt.. H.
Woodbury Exhibitof over 70 oils. watercolors, etchings and sketches by Charles
H. Woodbury (1864-1940) opens Apr 14
at the Portland Museum of Art. Exhibit
continues through June 11.

presented by the Mad Horse Theater
Company through Apr 23 at the Theatre
of Fantasy. 50 Danforth. Portland. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 7
pm. Tickets are $11 on Thu and Sun. $13
on Fri and Sat. For more information, call
775·5657.
Wilhelm R.lch In H.II by RobertAnton
Wilson Apr 12-15 at the ,ree Cafe, 45
Danforth. Portland. Performances are at
7 pm. Tickets are $10. For reservations,
call 775-0514.
Bre.klng the SII.nc. by Stephen
Poliakoff through Apr 23 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Performances are Tue-Thu at Portland Mus.um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat,
7:30 pm. Fri at 8 pm. Sat at 5 and 9 pm.
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday eveand Sun at2 pm. Tickets are $8-$19. 774nings. 5-9. CUlTent exhibits: Contempo0465.
rary Australian Art: Selections from the
Storyt.ller .I.ckson Gillman Apr 14Loti and Victor Smorgan Collection
15 at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse. Old
(through Apr 30). Perspectives: Duncan
Route 302. S. Casco. Dinner at 7 pm;
Hewitt. Michael Moore and Rose Marasco
show at 8:30. TIckets for dinner/theater
(through May 21). Arlworl< by Soviet
are $27. For reservations. call 655-3292.
Children (through Apr t6). Earth, Sea and
Thre. On ..Act Play. by Chekhov Sky: Charles Woodbury (Apr 14-June
"On the Harmfulness of Tobacco: "The
11).775-6148.
Anniversary" and "The Marriage Proposal"
- performed by the Russell Square Play- P •• t T .n•• , 247 Congress St., Portland.
Retrosp?Ctive of abstract works by Luigi
ers Apr 21-30 at 8 pm (Sunday matinee at
Tavelli through Apr 15. 772-3355.
5 pm) at Russell Hall. USM Gorham. Tickets are $6 for the public. $5 seniors. $3 W •• t End C.II.ry, 34 Danforth, Portland. Group show through Apr 30: Peter
students. Call 780-5483 for reservations.
W. Brown, oil paintings; Randy Dykema,
Mi•• Am.ric.'. D .. ught.... Writer/
sculpture; Dan Merriam, watercolors and
performer Tanya Shaffer uses music,
acrylics; Chris Signorino, sculpture; Chez
theatre and dance to portray a collection
Wans. watercolors. 775-7949.
of characters ranging from an anorexic
teenager to an old woman finally living her B."idoff G.II.ri ••• 26 Free, Portland.
New pai ntings by Alfred Chadbom through
own life. Benefit performance for the
Apr 30. Also at the gallery 19th and early
Greater Portland Rape Crisis Center Apr
20th century American art. Hours : Mon21,8 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium,
Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772·5011.
USM Portland. Tickets are $5, $4 for
students. For more information, call 780- De.n V.I.ntga_ G.II.ry, 60 Hampshire, Portland. "Traces: mixed media
4083.
collage drawings by Katarina Weslien
Bowdoin D.nc. Group Annual Spring
through May 7. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, SatPerformance Apr 21-22,8 pm at Pickard
Sun 1-5 pm, and by appointment. 772Theater. Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
2042.
Free and open to the public. For more
Artl.t. for Armanl. Art sale and exhibit
information. call 725-3151.
to benefit the Armenian Earthquake ReSt••m H ••t III Highlights from Broadlief Fund held Apr 29 at 85 Vorl< St..
way hits Apr 21-May 13 Friday and SaturPortland. Hours: Thu-Fri 11 am-9 pm;
days at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse,
Sat-Sun 11 am-6 em. 799-1401.
Old Route 302. S. Casco. Dinner at7 pm,
show at 8:30 pm. TIckets for dinner/thea- D.nforth St. Gal .ry. 34 Danforth. Portland. "Art Lessons; a collaborative art
ter are $27. For reservations, call 655installation by Bill Ray. Phillir Rogers,
3292.
Robert Saunders and Russel Kahn on
N.w Engl.nd V.udevill. R.vu. Apr
display through Apr 16. Hours: Wed-Sun
21, 8 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
12-6 pm. 775-6245.
WashIngton. Bath. TICkets are $101$8.
Congre •• Square G.II.ry, 594 ConFor more information. call 442·8455.
gress, Portland. Cibachrome photographs
Cat. Musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber
by Charles Stein hacker through Apr 15.
Apr 28-30 at the Cumberland County
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. Sat 11 amCIvic Center. Performances are Apr 28 at
5 pm. 774-3369.
8:30 pm; Apr 29 at 2 and 8 pm; Apr 30 at
2 and 7:30 pm. TIckets are $10-$31.50 G.II.ry 127. 127Middle,Portfand. Group
show featuring Diane Arcadipone, Richand go on sale Apr 3 at the Civic Center
ard Hutchins. Ed Langford, Graydon
box office and all TIcketron locations.
Mayer, Shannon McArthur. Douglas
PI._t.rium Show. Southworth PlaneRemel<>y, Nick Snow and John Swan
tarium, 96 Falmouth St, Portland (USM
(throug~ May 16). Hours: Tue-Fri 10 amcampus)_ Astonomy shows: Wednesday,
i> pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. Laser and
music shows: Son of a Well·Tempered ".Ine Pott.... M.rk.t, 376 Fore St.,
Portland. Earthenware and porcelain by
Laser (clasJ;ical) on Saturday at 6:30 pm;
Chris Peck through Apr 25. Hours: Daily
Top 40 on Saturdar at 7:30 pm; The Dark
10 am-6 pm. 774-1633.
Side of The Moon (Pink Aoyd) Friday and
Saturday at 8:30 pm. AdmISSIon is $3 for W ••t Side Rest.ur.nt, 58 Pine St.,
Portland. Painted wood assemblages by
adults. $2 for seniors and children. For
Ron Welch Apr 16-May 28. 773-8223.
more information, call 780-4249.
Arti.an., 334 Forest Ave, Portland.
Hayloft Art Society exhibit Apr 19-May 12.
772-5522.
Bayvl.w Gall.ry. 75 Market St.. Portland. Recent paintings by Robert Cohen
Apr 19-May 27. Hours: Tue-Sat 9:30 am5:30 pm . 773-3007.
Hoba Sound G.lleri.. North One
Milk St.. Portland. A Moving Tribute: Artists of Portland through Apr 15. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 773-2755.
Good Egg C.fe, 705 Congress, Portland. Photographs of wildlife and Haitian
people by Randy Ury through Apr 17.
773-0801.
The W •• t Side R •• t.ur.nt. 58 Pine,
Portland. Pastel drawings by Paul
Hollingsworth through Apr 15. 773-8223 .
The Artl ....., 334 ForestAve Portland.
Downe•• t C.t Show Apr 15. 10 am-5
Ma~orie Vaughan : color photOgraphs of
pm, at the Portland Expo, 239 Park Ave,
religious rituals and human endurance
Portland. For more information, call 874through Apr 14. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 am-6
8200.
pm, Sat 9 am·3 r,m. 772-5522.
Community Cabl. N.twork Open N.ncy ".rgol. G.II.ry, 367 Fore.
Hous. Tour the studios of Four Portland
Portland. "Imagination Runs Wild" The
and USM TV Apr 13. 5-7 pm. Four PortFourth Annual Wedding Band Exhib~ion
land is a community access station open
through Apr 30; tapestnes by Carol Adeto Portland resident who have completed
son through May 15. 77S-3822.
a short training course. USM TV is open St.fn GI ••• G.n.ry. 20 Milk, Portland.
to non-prof~ groups. Studios are located
Worl<s in glass by Peter Andres and Bruce
at 68 High St.. Portland. For more inforPizzichillo through Apr 29. 772-9072.
mation, call 874-6552.
Ko... Tempi. Shrine Circu. Apr 1719 at the Cumberland County Civic Center. Apr 17. 2 and 7 pm; Apr 18,10 am. 2 Portl.nd Public Lib...ry. Monument
and 7 pm; Apr 19, 2 and 7pm. TIckets are
Square, Portland. "Facing South: Images
$61$4 and $2 for children. 775-3458.
and Issues from Latin America" PhotoAntlqu. Show Apr 22, 10 am-6 pm and
graphs by Jim Daniels. Apr 1-28. Hours:
Apr 23, tl am-5 pm at the Portland Expo.
Mon. Wed and Fri 9 am-6 pm; Tue and
239 Pari< Ave., Portland. For more inforThu 12-9 pm; Sat 9 am-5 pm . 773-4761.
mation. call 874-8200.
Portl.nd School of Art 619 Congress.
Into the Gre.t Solitud.: An Arctic
Portland. Surface and Intent: Worl<s by
Quaat Maine film premiere of Robert
Joseph Amar. Carole Seborovski and Ford
Perkins 700-mile canoe trip to the Arctic
Beckman through Apr 26 at the Baxter
Ocean. Showing is a benefit for the Maine
Gallery; An Idiosyncratic History of Pho·
Audubon Society Apr 30, 4 and 7 pm.
tography through Apr 21 at The Photo
TIckets are $25 and are available by
Gallery (Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm.
advance registration only. Tickets may be
Fri 8 am-5 pm. Sun 11 am-4 pm.)
obtained by calling Pam Smart at Maine
Audubon, 781-2330.

ar.und town

Friday, April 21

8:00p.m.
Cumberland Civic Center

LOOKING
R

April 13
Casco Bay Weekly Party· Sonesta Ball Room

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering
Hole
Open 4pm • 7 Days a week' Happy Hour Mon-Fri
242 St. John St. Union Station Plaza, Portland, Me 874-6444
A

From i'OOsl1'Oloth lake 95 "I:irth . 295 North· Congress S!. Exl- 1st set 01 "ghts. go nghl Unilll Slauon P~a, yo~'re there l
nO

Juan's

CONCORD, N.H.

~! Margarita's

HL

"SPECIAL
EFFECT'"
OVERLAYS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

/

schools+libraries

+t-.ORE •••

ORONO, ME.

CONN. I AUBURN. 1M. I

Magazine Covers
Graduations
Thank You's
Holidays
Baseball Cards
Weddings
Invitations
Announcements

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767·2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

+

~______________________~~~~~__~~~~__~____________________________~~~~~~~-.~~~~~____~A~p~ri~113,1'8'
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more

MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS
Michelob DIY

Michelob

Michelob Light

Inbodudng lhe

Toolbox

"THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
Proudly Distributed By
National Distributors, Inc. - South Portland, Maine

Closed for Renovations
Apri11t23 ...
"See the exciting changes we ve made Apn124.

D,l

~b02

tM~/I?
(;f;.~!

MARINER'S CHURCH BAKERY
366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE
~---

~

ThePlace~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
,
<

• TAKE-OUT
,,--------- .......
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
\
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FOREST AVENUE ONE-MILE RUN FOR MISSING CHILDREN

Everyone
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landers, beamed, "I see this as
Every city is fortunate 'America's Most Wanted_'"
afamilytypeofday.
Then:'sno
For all you flashes out there,
enough to occasionally host an
requirement
to
run
the
mile. A
athletic event that deserves the this is your chance to run yo~r
lot
of
folks
can
walk
it
all the
attention, the applause and the fastest mile_ The course lS
The~e
way,
sort
oflikea
parade.
participation of its citizens. straight and flat (curves and
will
be
television
and
radiO
. Such a magnanimous occur- hills slow even the great ones
coverage,
a
lot
of
fun."
.
.
rence will take place Sunday, down). The race will start at
IS
remiThis
slow
approach
April 23 at 2 p.m. The Forest the Maine National Bank on
Avenue One-Mile Run for Forest Avenue and finish a niscent of the tortoise and the
Missing Children will feature couple of yards short of Raoul' ~. hare. Whether you crawl or
Jim White, a health enthusI- blaze your way to the finish
leading area runners as well as
line, there is a
the run-of-theparty waiting for
mill pavement
you to the tune of
pounders like
soft drinks and
most of us. The
mun-chies at
more the merrier
Raoul's. Dress inis certainly the
formally as trunning philososhirts will given
phy involved
out the day of the
here.
race. To particiForest Avenue
pate pick up an
Fitness, Raoul's
application atone
Roadside Attracof the area supertion and Young's
markets. The
Furniture are the
more pledges
major sponsors of
you get, the more
this race. Offered
money that goes
event coordinator
to the missing
Jim White, "I
children fund .
know that annual Anne Cure and her daughter Anna, who was kidnapped Keep your eyes
road races like along with her brother Andre over a year ago.
and ears opened
this one have been
and your feet limsuccessful in both
ber.
Boston and New
In
this
high-tech
age of
York. When we heard about ast who spends most of his
sports,
track
records
continue
Anne Cure's situation, we working hours managing a fitknew we had the perfect ness center, is pleased with the to fall everyday. But the record
course and the distance. "I think being chased here is not clock~d
cause."
Specificall y, this run is or- the mile is perfect. Five would in minutes and seconds but m
dollar support. "We hope to
ganized through the Adam be too much. With a mile, if
raise at least $5000 for the MisWalsh Center, an organization someone gets tired, they can
sion
Children Fund," White
for locating missing children, walk for a while and in no time
said,
"and
I think thatit is likely
and will benefit Andre and they'll be crossing the finish
we
will
be
able to raise much
Anna Kalman. Anna and line. I wouldn't be surprised if
more
than
that.
There areabout
Andre were kidnapped by their we had some folks run four400
people
who
frequent the
father Christmas 1987. Their minute miles. A straight easy
local
fitness
center
and I should
mother, Anne Cure, has been course like this can take at least
beable
to
convince
200 of them
searching for them ever since 10 seconds off your time, maybe that running a mile won't kill
with the help and support of more because there is even a
them."
FBI agent Ron Dox, priv.a te downhill in the beginning."
Speak for yourself, Jim. I'll
There will be awards and
investigators and many IDlSSbe
leading the walkers down
trophies presented to the wining child organizations.
Forest
A venue. Some of my
Anne Cure, a Portland ners. But the real winners will
best
friends
are tortoises. Ever
music teacher, is thrilled that be Andre and Anna. Ernie
since
completing
the 1984
the upcoming one-mile race is Salamone, an assistant race Boston Marathon, the only time
going to help raise money to coordinator, says that "Partici- I run now is to get out of the
find her children. The money pation is the key. T~e main
rain - and that is never more
raised by the race will pay for thing is getting heavy mvol ve50 yards.
private investigators and any ment so that Anne can find her than
The
bottom line is the money
money remaining once the children. Hopefully, next year
you
generate
over the finis~
children are found will be the race will benefit another
line.
A
little
extra
effort on Apnl
donated to the Adam Walsh great cause and Anne will be
23
may
just
bring
Anne ~u~e's
Center. To date, her solo efforts cheering along with her daughkids
home
and
other
mlssmg
have been a lonely uphill mara- ter and son at the finish line." children after that. These kind
Jim White took the time to
thon. "I'm hoping that a lot of
explain
all the yellow ribbo~ of standings will never appear
Portlanders either run or sponin a sports section box score.
sor another runner. All money we'll be seeing. "Every bUSI- But God willing, it will get a
raised will go directly to help ness which has contributed few more kids like Andre and
locate my son and daughter. In som~thing to the cause, will fly
Anna back to home plate where
fact, on the day of the race, a yellow ribbon on it~ store
petitions will be available. The front. This way the busmesses they belong.
_See ya at the starting line.
more signatures obtained, t~e on this stretch of Forest Avenue
will
feel
a
special
kinship
greater the likelihood that then
Mlk. Quinn gets high blood pressure
story will appear on two na- to the missing children."
when he even thinks about running toAnneCure, touched by such wards a finish line or a deadline.
tional television shows, 'Unsolved
Mysteries'
and kindness from so many Port-

Unlv... lty of Southem Maine ·Windows: oil paintings by Debora L. Whitten
Apr 10-22 at USM Portland Campus
Center Rooms A, B, C. Reception Apr 16.
2-4 pm; Student and Alumni Show at the
Art Gallery in Gorham (hours: Sun-Tue
12-4 pm . 780-5009) Apr 16-May 4. Featured alumna is Gail Spaien . Opening
receplion Apr 16, 1 pm.
Bowdoin ColI.ge Mus.um of Art,
Brunswick: Picasso: Imaginary Portraits,
1969throullh June 4. Riley Brewster '77:
Recent Paintings and Drawings through
May 7. Asian Art in Miniature: Chinese
Snuff Bottles and Japanese Netsuke
through June 4. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm and Sun 2-5 pm.
725-3275.
Th. Joan Whitney Payson Gall.ry
of Art, Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Ave, Portland Payson Gallery of Art, 716
Stevens. Portland . Paintings by Anne
Ayvaliotis and sculpture by Bernice
Madinek Glixman Apr IS-May 21 . Opening reception for the artists Apr 16, 4-6
pm. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu unlil
9 pm), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Thoma. M.morial Library 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Katrina Morosoff displays her photography through
Ma~ 20. Hours : Mon-Fri lOam-5 pm (Thu
until 7 pm). Sun 11 am-4 pm . 799-1720.

out.f town
O'Farr.1I Gall.ry. 46 Maine St.. Brunswick April Journal: New Paintings by
Marguerite Robichaux through May 27.
729-8228.
Th. C.nt.r for Th. Arts. 804 Washington , Bath . Spring Juried Show through
May 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10am-4 pm, Sat 12
-4 pm. 442-8455.
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Duncan H.witt, Micha.1 Moo ... and
Ro•• Marasco - artists represented In
the "Perspectives" series al Ihe PMA will discuss their work Apr 13. 5:30 pm at
the Portland Museum of Art. Free and
open to the public. For more information.
call 775-<5148.
RiI.y B ...w.t.r: R.c.nt Painting.
and Drawing. Brewster speaks about
his work Apr 16. 3 pm in the Walker Art
Building . Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
For more information. call 725-3275.
Sound P_try Anne Whitten presents a
program of sound poetry Apr 14. 7:30 pm
at the Union of Maine Visual Artisls
meeting at the Maine Writers Center, 190
Mason. Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more information. call 7296333.
Asian Art in Miniature: Chin.s.
Sniff BotU•• and Japan.s. N.t.uk. Gallery talk by Clifton C. Olds Apr
19. 1 pm and Apr 23, 3 pm at the Bowdoin
College Museum of Art, Walker Art Building. Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3275.
Earth, S.a and Sky: Charl.s H.
Woodbury The current exhibit at the
PMA is the topic of a gallery lalk given by
Allison Perkins Apr 20, 5:15 pm and Apr
21 at 12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of
Art. Free with museum admission . For
more informalion , call 775-6148.
D. .ring Oak. F ••tival Art. & Craft.
Show Applications are now being accepted for the 1969 festival, which takes
place July 21-23. The application deadline for thiS juried show is May 1. Applications are available by writing the Chamber of Commerce of the Grealer Portland
Region, 142 Free St. , Portfand, 04101 or
by calling 722-2811.

1.lamlc Fundam.ntall.m: R.llgious
A •••rtlv.ne •• and Political Militancy Lecture given by Hafeez Malik of
Villanova Universily Apr 13. 11 am in Rm.
305, Masterton Hall, USM Portfand. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 780-4532.

u.s.

L.nd.rs and Latin Am.rican
Borrow.rs: A Long.T.nn Partn.rship Lecture given by Kathy Waldron of
Citibank Apr 13, 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more information. call 7253151.
Fiction at the Bord.rs of Llf. Discussion of Toni Morrison's "Beloved" led
by Charlotte Renner, visiting professor of
English at USM,Apr 13,7pmatThomas
Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape
Elizabeth. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 799-1720.
Cel.brat. Writ... Third Annual Writers' Festival at USM focuses on "Writing
About Lives" through Apr 15. Events
scheduled include fiction and poetry readings Apr 13-14. 4 and 7:30 pm, in the
Campus Center A, B & C. Grace Paley
speaks on "Writing from Women's Experience" in 305 Masterton Hall Apr 15,
12:30 pm. Panel discussion of "Writing
About Lives" ''!ith Ken Rosen moderating.
and panelists Richard Howard (poet),John
Lovell (journalist). David Bradley (novelist) and Christina Ward (editor) Apr 15,
2:30 pm in 113 Masterton. Pulilizer prizewinning poet Richard Howard reads Apr
15, 4 pm in 113 Masterton Hall. Grace
Paley reads her fiction Apr 15. 7:30 pm in
Luther Bonney Auditorium. All events are
free and open to the public. For more information. call 780-4291
Th. Myth and R.ality of S.rial Murder Philip Jenkins of Penn State speaks
Apr 13, 11 :30 am in 524 Luther Bonney
Hall, USM Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information. call 7804100.
A N.w Ag.nda for Am.rican Citi_
Bernie Sanders. mayor of Burlington, Vt ..
and the only socialist mayor in the U.S.,
speaks Apr 13, 7pmalTheBaxterBuilding, Portland School of Art. 619 Congress. Portland. 775-3052 .
Th. Live. of Women in Antiquity:
Lit.rarylmag.sandHistoricaIR.alities Two-day symposium Apr 14-15
at Bowdoin ColleQe. Brunswick. Panel
discussions include "Misogyny Among
the Greeks," "The Women of Athens,"
"The Roman Family," and "Gender and
Class in Rome.- Keynote address will be
given by Sarah Pomeroy . author of
"Goddesses. Whores , Wives and Slaves :
Women in Classical Antiquity. - Registration fee is $20 . For more information, call
Barbara Weiden Boyd at 725-3501.
Small Press Publishing Work.hop
with Diane Kruchkow. editor of "Small
Press News," focusing on available resources for writers and publishers Apr 15,
11 am-3 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
190 Mason. Brunswick. Cost is $20 for
MWPA members, $25 for non-members.
For more information, call 729-<5333 .
Agne. Bushell reads for her Portland
detective novel. "Shadowdance," Apr 16,
2 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress. Portland. 76 t -3930.
Portland Writ.rs Network presents a
panel discussion on word processing .
Macintosh, IBM, IBM compatabh lty and
other options Will be discussed Apr 17,
730 pm in th e public Safety Building .
Middle St., Portland.
Buddhl.mandPolilic.Joel McCleary.
deputy assistant to the president for political affairs under Jimmy Carter, speaks
Apr 18. 8 pm in Daggett Lounge, Wen
\Worth Hall. Bowdoin College, BrunSWick
For more information. call 72S-3151.
Childrenofth.Ga.I:Th.lrishCome
to Main., 1800-1870 Lecture being
given as part of the Maine Historical
Soclety's series "Down East 'Melting Pot'"
AprI9.12noonattheFirstParishChurch ,
425 Congress, Portland. For more Information, call 774-1822.
Building the Trireme Paul Lipke discusses the reconstruction of an Athenian
trireme or warship as part of the Maine
Maritime Museum's Winter Lecture Series Apr 19. 7:30-9 pm at Morse High
School, High St., Bath. Admission is $2 ;
museum members free . For more information. call 442-7401 .
Falcons for the Future Nancy Reed
discusses the current efforts to save the
Peregrine Falcon at the Evening Lecture
SeriesattheAppalachianMountainClub's
Pinkham Notch Camp Apr 22, 8 pm (a
family style dinner served at 6 pm). Free
and open to the public. For more information , call 603-466-2721.
Authors Lunch.on Fundraiser for the
Portland Symphony Orchestra Apr 29.12
noon at Ihe Portland Marriott. 200 Sable
Oaks Dr., S. Portiand.SpeakersareSusan
Kenney, author of "In Another Country-;
Judson D. Hale. Sr., edilor of Yankee
magazine; and Isabel Russell. author of
"Katherine and E.B. White. An Affectionate Memoir." Reservations are required
by Apr 22. For more information. call
Marilynn Lunt at 846-0809.
Bank Robb.ry and Scam. Public
seminar offered by the American Institute
of Banking focuses on accounts 05 robberies and scams with follow up guidelines for prevention of these events Apr
26.6 :30-8:30 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM Portland. Seminar fee is
$25. Regislration deadline is Apr 20. For
more information, call 772-7842.
N.tworkofProf....ionalsandSmall
Bu.ine •••• isan organization of people
who are success and goal oriented . creallng a network referral system among
professionals and businesses within the
Greater Portland area. The network is
limited to one person representing his or
her profession or trade. The next meeting
will be held Apr 20, 6 pm at the Saulter
Chiropractic Center, 3 Fundy Rd ., Falmouth. To register call Tim Saulter at 781 2003 or 773-3504.
Word Proc •• sing Portland Public Ubrary is making available an Apple II
microcomputer with word processing.
database management and spreadsheel
applications . There is no fee for computer
time, although there is a small charge for
paper. Users must supply their own blank
disks, which can be purchased at !he
library. Computer users can reserve time
by calling the Library's Audiovisual Departmenl at 773-4761 ext. 140.

Portland Sufi Ord.r "Discov.ring
the Four Directions," a class focusing on Nalive American tradition Apr 16,
3-4:30 pm. Free and open to the public.
For more information. call 657-2605.
D.p.....ion & Manic D.pr•• sion
Anonymous DMD is a support and information network group, which will meet
Monday evenings 7 pm at Williston West
Church upstairs chapel. For more information, call 874-0800 before 9 pm.
How to U •• St ..... a. a Tool for
Growth is the topic of this week's DiAmne.ty Int.rnatlonal Group 174
vorce Perspectives meeting Apr 19. 7:30
will hold its monthly meeting on Apr 13, 7pm at Woodfords Congregational Church.
9 pm at Woodfords Congregational
202 Woodfords. Portland. Open to the
Church. 202 Woodfords St., Portland. For
public. Donation $1.50. For more informore information, call 846-437gevenings.
mation, call Ingraham Volunteers at 774Home Fruit T .... Grow... Sought
HELP.
University of Maine Extension Service is St ..... Control: Making Your World
looking for people in the Greater Portland
Mo ... Llvabl. Dr. Melvyn Attfield speaks
area who have mature apple or pear lrees
on setting up schedules to mana~ one's
to participate in trapping insect pests of
life and defining quotas of actiVIties Apr
those fruit trees. The USDA has been
19, 7 pm at Mercy Hospital's Medical Staff
monitoring the arrival of foreign insect
Auditorium, 144 State, Portland. For more
plant pests using a coordinated nationinformation, call 879-3488.
wide trapping effort. The purpose of the F.... Iy.ngar Styl. Yoga Class Apr
survey is 10 calch !hese insects aller they
20,5:30-7 pm at 616 Congress st. (third
arrive but before they become estabfloor), Portland. For more information,
Ii shed and widespread. Maine will trap
call 797-5684.
the apple ermine moth and the pear leaf Spring CI.aning? The R.fug•• R.blister moth. Participanls must have one
s.ttl.m.nt Program needs houseor more bearing apple or pear trees . For
hold lloods and furniture in sound. usable
more information or to volunteer, call by
condition. The donation center will make
Apr 15, Mike Tully, 581 -3881.
these items available to refugees. Please
Maine'. Changing Landscape: Fact
call 871-7437 to arrange delivery.
or Fiction Holly Daminie. a land use Parenting with a Global P.rspec.
consultant, speaks as part of the "Chan~tlv. Workshop for adulls and children
ing Maine- series at USM Apr 17. 7 pm In
exploring living in ways that sustain the
113 Masterton Hall on the Portland camearth and all living things Apr 22. 9 am-4
pus. Free and open 10 the public. For
pm. For more information, call the Femimore information, call 780-4380.
nist Spiritual Community at 773-2294.
Th. P.rsian Gulf: Reasse.slng the Embracing Lif. Core Energetic WorkU.S_ Role Herman Frederick Eilts, forshop offered by Pamela Chubbuck Apr
mer U.S ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
22 at the Yarmouth Professional Arts
will speak as part of the World Affairs
Building. 37 U.S. Rt. 1. Yarmouth. For
Council series "Great Decisions '89" Apr
more information. call 846-0800.
18, 7:30 pm at Temple Beth-EI, 400 WALKAMERICA Walk for America's BaDeering Ave. Portland. Tickets are $5
bies Apr 30 In the March of Dimes Birth
publiC, $3 for World Affairs Council
Defects Foundation's WALKAMERICA.
members. $1 for students. FormoreinforThe 20K (12.4 mile) walk will begin and
mation, call 780-4551
end at Andover College. Money raised IS
Women 01 EI Salvador: Victims,
usedforeducation programs and research
Resistors, Organizers and Leadinto the prevention of birth defects. For
.rs Yanira Corea speaks Apr 18, 8 pm at
more information, call the March of Dimes
The BaJ<ter Building , Portland School of
at 871-0660.
Art, 619 Congress. Portland. Free and Public Health on the Firing Lin.
open to the public For more information.
Conference on the future on public health
call 773-7873 .
in Maine Apr 24. 10 am-3 pm at the AuThe Fac. 01 Aids Michael Bach, asslsllusta Civic Center. $15 registration fee
tant chief of the department of Infeclious
Includes lunch and materials. For more
diseases at Maine Med, speaks Apr 18.
information. call 582-8940.
7:30 pm in Beam Classroom. Visual Arts H.aling Los. and Transition OneCenter, Bowdoin College. Brunswick . For
day workshop providing a safe place to
more information. call 725-3151 .
move beyond fear 10 the relief of sharing
Aboli.h War Prof. William Slavick,
feelings such as anger, grief and love
member of Veterans for Peace and chairMay 6. 9 am-4 pm . Fee IS $65. For more
man of Maine Pax Christi, Will diSCUSS the
information, contact Jacob Watson at 761importance of religion as a major force in
2522 or 870-8656 .
realizing the goal 10 abolish war by the Parent. Anonymou. is a group of
year 2000 Apr 20, 7:30 pm at Westbrookpeople working together to help parents
Warren Congregational Church. 81 0 Main
under stress and to stop child abuse. The
SI. , Westbrook. Free and open to the
group is looking for new board members
public
to direct staff, plan new programs. InTh. Plight 01 Our Broth.rs and
crease community awareness and set
Si .. t.rs: A R.port From Ethiopia
policy and resource development The
Susan Pollock speaks on the livmg and
Board meets in Augusta six times a yea'r
human rights conditions of Jews In Ethioand membership in at least one of the
pia Apr 21 , 7:30 pm al the Shabbat servpresent committees IS also required. An
Ices at Bet Ha·am. 11 Wescott Rd .. S.
understanding of parents under stress
Portland For more informalion. call 879and a creative mind are necessary attrib0028.
utes for the board. For more informalJon ,
call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
•
Goodwill Industri.s IS looking for a
volunteer to maintain Goodwill's donor/
pledge card system . prepare and mail
.
billing stalements , maintain compulerized
mailing lists and perform routine office
duties. Hours are flexible. For more information. call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
C.nt.r for Gri.ving Child ...n needs
volunteers to work as a group facilitators ,
co-leading a weekly evening support
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Maine Audubon Socl.ty FI.ld Trip.
resume Apr 22. For a complete guide of
the Maine Audubon Society Field Trips.
send $3 to The Field Trip Office. Maine
Audubon Society . 188 Route One. Falmouth , 04105.
Coa.tal Kayaking: Reading the
Coastal Signs Discussion of chart
reading and the effects of the tides . currents, and winds on the paddler Apr 18,
7:30 pm in the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center, located off Rt. 1.
Freeport. Free and open to the public.
Rockclimbing: Gearing Up Discus sion of efficient climbing techniques and
getting started Apr 19. 7:30 pm In the L.L.
Bean Casco Street Conference Center,
localed off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open
to the public.
Di.cov.ring Am.rica by Abandoned Rail Trails David Burwell, president of the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy,
speaks on restoring life 10 abandoned
railroad paths and on the prospect of
developing Rail Trails in Maine and New
England Apr 21.7 :30 pm in the L.L. Bean
Casco Street Conference Center. located
off Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and open 10 the
public.
Introduction to Fly Fishing Two-day
workshop will cover a wide range of topics
including entomology and fly selection.
tackle and casting Apr 22-23 at the Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
Camp. For reservations or workshop information. call or write Workshop Secretary, Appalachian Mounlain Club, PO Box
298 . Gorham. N.H. 03581 , (603) 4662727.
Environm.ntal Education Exchang. Maine EnVIronmental Education Association 's annual conference
includes a symposium on recycling and
workshops on "Astronomy in the Classroom. " "Wildflower Conservation ,""Lichen
Collection and Identification: "The Caribou Restoration Program ," "Secrets of
the Forest" and "Deep Ecology ." Conference will be held Apr 29. 9 am-3 pm at the
University of Maine. Orono. For more
information . call Carey Hotaling at the
Maine Audubon Society. 781-2330.
Martha'. Vin.yard Bicycling Trip
offered by lifeline May 19-21 . Vanety of
cycling tours on the Island from 5 to 40
miles In length. Fee includes two nights
lodging , continental breakfast and round
trip ferry . Brochure available from lifeline. 780-4170. Registralion deadline IS
Apr 14.
Mists of Lak. Umbagog Weekend of
camping and canoeing on Lake Umbagog with naturalists from the Appalachian
Mountain Club May 26-28. Partlcipanls
must provide lheir own equipment. Canoe rental IS extra . For reservations and
workshop information. please call orwrite
Workshop Seeretary, Appalachian Mountain Club. PO Box 298. Gorham N H.
03581 . (603) 466-2727

groupforchildrenwhoareworkin~through

H.alth Scr.enings The Health Promotion Program of Community Health Services. Inc. will sponsor adu It health screenings for diabetes. anemia, colorectal
cancer and high blood pressure: Apr 13.
10 am-12 noon. Salvation Army. Cumberland Ave, Portland; Apr 19, 9:30-11:30
am. Community Building in Windham;
Apr 19, 1:30-3:30 pm, Fire Station in
Falmouth/Cumberland; Apr 24 . 1-3 pm ,
Town Hall in Scarborough ; Apr 26,9:3011 :30 am. St. Anne's Church in Gorham.
For more information , call 775-7231 ext.
551 or toll -free 1-800-643-4331.
Teen and Young Adult Clinic at Maine
Medical Center. Mondays 4-8 pm . Appointments are requested. but walk-ins
are welcome. For people ages 13-21 . For
appointments or more information. call
871 -2763.
H.av.n Can't Wait Talk given by Kevin
John Higgins on personaVplanetarytransformation - a metaphysical perspective.
Emphasis placed upon spiritual/scientific
meaning of oneness, honorlng/expressing your will, role of illuminati. inevitable
soclaVearth changes and space beings
Apr 14. 7 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM Portland. For ticket information , call One of Hearts at 774-0308 or
871-0287.
S.If-H.aling with Flower E••• nc..
Four-hour workshop on using herbal extractions to stimulate personal healing
processes , strenglhen immune systems
and increase overall health and happiness. Workshop offered Apr 15. 9 am at
Northeast Metaphysics. 33 High Rd.
Cornish . Fee is $25. For more information, call 625-7447.
Women and S.lf Est •• m Six-week
educational and experimental workshop
presented by Crescent Moon Workshops.
Six Mondays starting Apr 17, 7-9 pm in
Portland. For more informalion, call 7737117.

the grief process . Formal training consists of 20 hours of evening sessions in
May. Workshops on family grief, group
processes and child development will be
taught by professional in these fields. For
more information . call 874-1015.
Osteopathic Hospital IS lookinll for a
volunteer to work as a patienl liaison/
escort, greeting patienls and outpatients
at Central Registration, overseeing the
waiting area, and escorting patients and
families to appointments with In the building. For more information. call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
International Relugees arriving in
Maine need hosts to provide temporary
shelter, orientation . and advocacy. If you
can make a three-month commitment to
help a new arrival. calilhe Refugee Re settlement Program at 871 -7437.
YMCA's Young Fathers Program
needs volunteers to help make a difference in the lives of YFP participants and
their children. Formal training session will
be held in May with additional workshops
available Ihrough the year. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874- 1015.
Transupport is a non-profil, non-sexual ,
social and educational peersupportgroup
for transsexuals. erossdressers, their
families , friends and people interested in
gender issues. Meellngs are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm . For more information . call 854-3528 or wrile to Transupport. P.O. Box 17622. Portland 04101.
Meditatfon lor Wom.n every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House. Forest
Ave, Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
The AIDS Proj.ct, 22 MonumenlSquare
(fifth floor), Portland. lists many support
groups around Portland for PWAs and
the lovers, caregivers and friends of
PWAs . For more information, call 7746877.

Tr.k Across Maine Fundraising ride
for the American Lung Association June
16-18. Informational meeting for interested partiCipants are as follows: Augusta. Apr 19atAliSouis Unitarian Church;
ROCkport. Apr 25 in the Community Room,
Opera House; Freeport, Apr 27 at the L. L.
Bean Casco St Conference Center. All
meetings are held a17 pm. For more information. call 1-8oo-462-LUNG.
Fix and Go: Quick and Easy Bicycl. Checks and R.pairs Demonstration of easy home and on-the-road
repairs Apr 17. 7'30 pm at the L. L. Bean
Casco SI. Conference Center. located olt
Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and open to the
public.
Ca.co Bay Bicycl. Club Dana and
Anne Douglas present a slide show of
their "Round the World Cycling Trip" Apr
18, 7 pm at the monthly meeting of the
bike club at the Public Safety Building .
Middle St.. Portfand. For more information. call Back Bay Bicycle at 773-<5906
days or 829-4402 evenings.
Fishing D ••p: U.ing EI.ctronics
Succ ••• fully DiSCUSSion of the newest
depth finders and their applications for
fishermen Apr 20, 7:30 pm in the L.L.
Bean Casco Street Conference Center,
located off Rt. 1, Freeport Free and open
10 the public.
Patriot'. Day 5-Mil. Rac.ApriI17. 12
noon. Start is at the Portland Press Herald, 390 Congress, Portland. For more information, call Steve Muslawski or David
Paul at the Boys and Girls Club of Greater
Portland at 871-1070.
Offlc.r Fri.ndly Youth Run. South
Portland Recreation Center May 13. For
more information, call Rob Laskey 7294104 . . . . . .

~ORE •••
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• Portland

$129,900,3 bedroom
split home in an exceptional neighborhood.
Immaculate home.
• Windham
$285,000,4 bedroom
colonial in a truly
fabulous neighbOrhhood.
Close to Sebago Lake.

Wanted: Office Space
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for a larger space to
call home. If you have a space to rent or lease that
meets the following guidelines, please call Gary
Santaniello at 775-6601.

• Portland

$161,900,2 bedroom condo.
Exceptional one floor
living. A pleasure to show.

MULKERIN ASSOOATES
REAL ESTATE
426 FOr<St Avenu .. Portland ME 01401
(207) m ·2121 Fax: (207) 871-8695

TOWNHOUSE
CONDOMINIUMS
West End landmark residences.
Quiet street in National Register
Historic District. Hardwood
floors. exposed brick, antique
fixtures, ample storage, 1-4
bedrooms, parking, decks,
all new systems.

1, Between 2000-3000 square feet on Portland peninsula or within a mile of downtown.
2. Flexible (preferably open) layout that can accomodate our needs, rather than us having to accomodate the space.
3. Capability for darkroom, including plumbing.
4, Visible & accessible site (we want people to be
able to see and / or reach our office easily, Do not need
ground-floor storefront, but need street-facing windows if above first floor.)
5. Some (approx. 50 SF) ground-floorstorage space.
6. With 11 full-time employees working daily in
office, need availability of some on-street parking
close by. If necessary would rent some spots on a
monthly /yearly basis, but not more than 4 spots.
Also, room for at least two close access parking spots
for quick drop-ins, drop-offs.
7. Own entrance and accessibility to building at all
hours.
8. Approximate cost in $6-7/SF range.
Intangibles: in/near a neighborhood over strictly
commercial zone; space with character over cookiecu tter office space; windows over window-less; compatible mix of complementary tenants over Balkanized building; lower floors over higher floors; gas
heat over electric; windows over air-conditioning.

Call owner direct,

774-0953
- - '7
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Buy a
house lot
and get a
whole lot
more.

BRUNSWICK
~AINE

CONDO
4 years old

• Overlooking 8th green of
18 hole Brunswick Golf Club
• 2 bedrooms
• Short walk to Club House
Open membership
• Applianccs included
• Oversized garage with room
for goIr cart
• Maintenance fcc $75.00/mo,
includes insurance
• Immaculate - $129,000
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mi)1utC!> from PortlJnd. Site office open

7 days, 10-5, hom $79,900,

p,o, 110. 3572· Portland. ME 04104 , (207) 797-62.41

.'
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opportwlity for J splendid lifestyle. with
Golf or Social me111bc~hip, just

Ask for Jerry - OwnerlBroker

:-:..

- :::-

Falmouth CoWlIty Club, An exclusive

lAiMOUTH ON THE GREEN

Relevant Fiction
Competition

.'

r..Iany choice locations remain at

Days: 353-2220
Nights: 729-9747

Short stories sought for
Casco Bay Weekly's first

,; Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original. unpublished
short stories on topics relevant to modern life in the Casco
Bay region. A panel of four judges will choose the three most
compelling, well-written and relevant short stories for
ilIc1usion in Casco Bay Weekly's first Relevant Fiction Issue,
i~ne 22, 1989,
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of
everyday life here in the cities and towns of the Casco Bay

auctions

region, and we are looking for stories that demand to be told:
fiction that is evocative and finely tuned to the author's
intention. (Please do not submit stories in the "genre"
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction,
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
The judges are: Elizabeth Cooke, author of "Complicity"
(Little, Brown/1988) and chairperson of the English
Department at Waynflete School in Portland; Gary Lawless,
author, publisher of Blackberry Books and co-owner of Gulf of
Maine Books in Brunswick; Barbara Hope McGrath, author,
director of the "Celebrate Writers!!" program and a writing
teacher at University of Southern Maine; and Mark
Melnicove, author and publisher of Dog Ear Press in
Brunswick,
Double-spaced manuscripts of 2500 words or less (only)
will be accepted until the end of the I?usiness Friday, May 12,
1989, Complete submission guidelines can be picked up at:
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Annu.1 sug.rlo.' M ....lhon May 21 ,
7 am in Eustis. For information write Chip
Carey, Sugarloaf Marathon, R.A. 1, Box
5000, Carrabassen Valley, ME 04947 or
call 237-2000.
Lacrosse PI.yers W.nled The Maine
Lacrosse Club is organizing for the upcoming spring season. Ten game schedule. Players Interested in more information should contact David Mehlhorn at
774-8665.
PAVE (Portl.nd Are. Volleyb.1I EnIhusi.sls) now has a hoUine for events
and tournament information, 767-SETS.
Bike M.inlen.nce & S.'ely Check
Clinics Trouble spots and preventive
maintenance are the topics at these clinics held every Saturday morning through
June 24, 9-10am, at the L.L. Bean Retail
Store, Freeport.
The L.ndlock.nd Troul Challenge
Discussion of tackle and techniques of
angling for Brook Trout and Maine Landlocked Salmon Apr 13, 7:30 pm atthe L.L.
Bean Casco st. Conference Center, located off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to
the public.
Pizza Rid_ Casco Bay Bicyde Club is
sponsoring Thursday night pizza rides
starbnll Apr 13. Meet at Pars Pizza, Rt. 1,
Oak HIli at 6 pm. Rides are 10-20 miles;
pizza after. All welcome. Call Keith at
799-1085 for more information.
New Engl.nd Underwaler: A Diver's
P.r.dise Slide program of both fresh
and salt water divmg, with useful tips on
how to get started, equipment considerations, and underwater photography Apr
14, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco St.
Conference Center, located off Rt. 1,
Freeport. Free and open to the public.
Legends of Americ.n Skiing Tony
Matrs famous schuss of the Tuckerman
Ravine headwall on Apr 18, 1939 and
other footage of famous runs is being
shown in a feature film as part of the
Evening Lecture Series at the Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
Camp Apr 15,8 pm (a family style dinner
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 603466-2721.
S •••ly .1 Se. Semin.r Information
and skills r"9uired to prepare for a variety
of emergenCIes at sea for both the novice
and experienced sailor. Seminar offered
Apr 22-23 at SMVTI in S. Portland. Apr 22
session will focus on offshore sailing
passages; Apr 23 session focuses on
coastal and harbor cruising. The fee for
each day is $30; both days $50. Registration deadline is Apr f 5. For more information, call SMVTI Continuing Ed at 7997303.
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home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreabon
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. fOr sale
real estate. torrent

roomma es

OLD PORT ARMS
LOWER EXCHANGE STREET
Quaint, spacious, one bedroom apartment
in the heart of the Old Port now available.
Wall to wall carpet, fully applianced
kitchen, security system. $450 per month
plus utilities. Lease, security deposit and
references required. Sorry no pets.
Evening and weekend appts.

Please call 797-0223 Spectrum Inc.
Spectrum Inc, is a top quality management
company that cares for your needs.
TWO BEDROOM apt. at
74 Grant Street. Ten minute
walk from downtown Portland , or USM. $575 per
month, heat included. Available May 1. Call Mike Connolly at 774-3392 before 9am
or after Spm .

COUNTRY SETTING
(Gorham) eight miles to Portland. Victorian house, upstairs apt. Two bedrooms ,
heat and hot water. $625
892-5356. Easy commute to
Portland, Saco or Gray

LARGE, SUNNY first floor
room . Kitchene"e , hardwood
floors , shared bath. A must
to see. $265 heat and hot
water induded. 772- t 003

For rent houses
HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Weekly help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad .

1(.]' '9 i' IX.) i i tim
BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Super business locations for
your venture . High traffic,
ideal tor-oHice, retail, or food
take-out. Land and bOllding
and one car garage .
$123,500. Lionel Roy ERA
Home Sellers Office 7745766 or 283-1023, Home
934-2202

I

Sleppln' Oul Wllh Sirings Mime Jerry
Sanders will be joined by eight members
of the PSO for a concert focusing on
string instruments Apr 13 at 9:30 am,
10:30 am and 1 pm at the Italian Heritage
Center, Portland. TIckets are $1 .50 each .
For reservations, call Marianne Greenlaw
at 799-5551.
Slort_ 'or Kids (No stories Apr 17-21
at the PPL) Portland Public Library (7734761): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30 am;
Riverton Branch Library (797-2915),: Fri,
10:30 am; Scarborough Public Library
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm (3$ year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5~ year
olds); Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland (829-3180) : Wed, 10:30 am (2-3
year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5yearolds).
flicks 'or Kids PorUand Public Library
(773-4761): Sat, 10:30 am and Tue, at
3:30 pm; South Portland Public Library
(799-2204): Fri, 3:30 pm.

~

auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
Hea markets
gigs
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FULLY EQUIPPED ceramic studio space . Share
with 2-3 other potters . $75
security $ 110 per month .
Long term or summer rental .
A South Portland ~oopera
tive . Ask for Abby 767-6057
or 767-4394

(·".9 il «I'ttf' t[" i_

LONG ISLAND-Charming A BARGAIN SUMMER
three bedroom cottage in Rental. Spend your summer
quiet, scenic location . Close or summer weekends atop
to beaches, tennis, ferry, Sugarloaf Min. in a two bedand store. All conveniences. room condo. Golf, tennis,
$300 per week, May, June, swimming, hiking, fishing,
and Sep\. $500 per week rafting. Now through Labor
July and August. Call 839- Day $1500 Call (207) 9986240 or 766-2037
2571

I(·]I~ I

SALE BY OWNER. Portland. Two bedroom, 1400 sq.
ft., washer/dryer, wall to wall
carpet, air cond., pool, tennis, garage, tenth floor. Bay
view. Security building.
Promenade East. $110,000
(718) 658-<>423, 8-9 AM

BIDDERFORD CONDO
two bedrooms, full basement. Motivated seller looking for offers . Asking
$S9,900. Lionel Roy ERA
Home Sellers Office 7745766 or 282-1023 , Home
934-2202

CAPE ELIZABETH Come BIDDERFORD three family
enjoy this four bedroom, two apt. building, excellent con bath newly remodeled Cape. dition , spacious units.
Large lot, two car garage and $128,000. Lionel Roy ERA
Home Sellers Office 774full basement. Wonderful
5766 or 283- 1023 , Home
view and great school system. $175 ,000. Call 799- 934-2202
4718
PINE POINT beautiful
views, four bedroom Victo- HOUSE LOT three acres in
rian on large double lot with Lemington . Soils tested and
pOSSibility of an additional surveyed. Partially forested ,
unit. Also zoned for busi- excellent location . Only
ness . Great location Unlim- $33 ,500 . Lionel Roy ERA
ited potential. Asking Home Sellers , Office 774$225 ,000 . Steve McCall, 5766 or 283- 1023 or Home
ERA Home Sellers, Office 934-2202
774- 57S6 or Home 8838239

emp oyment
SLIP INTO something
more comfortable . Ruby's
Choice is looking for a grill
cook and counter help .
Flexible hours, great burgers. Talk to Steve . 1 16 Free
St. Portland

DAYCARE. Small , friendly,
non-profit daycare center
seeks director/teacher .
Nurturing environment, focus
on
socialization
and
creativity. You'll need love of
children, good organizational
skills, and common sense.
Home-like but professional
setting, flexibility , excellent
benefits . Resume to C.
Boykin, 38 Bayview, South
Portland 04106. Applications
close 4126/89

VISTA VOLUNTEERS,
Portland West Neighborhood
Planning Council has two
openings for VISTA volunteers to develope transitional
housing programs for low
income families and youth.
Call Kevine Gremse, 775DA YCARE TEACHER for
0105 by Wed. April 19
small , friendly, nonprofit
MORNING GLORY Natu- center. Nurturing environral Foods is looking for part- ment, focus on socialization
time help. Some knowledge and creativity. You'll need
of natural foods preferred. love of children and common
For Mondays and Tuesdays. sense . Interest in arts,
nutrition
welcomed .
Brunswick 729--0546
EMPLOYERS There is a Competitive pay , excellent
less espensive alternative. sume to C . Boykin 38
Advertise your openings in Bayview, South Portland, ME
Casco Bay Weekly . The 0410S . Applications close
response you get may 4/26/89
surDrise you!

SUMMER housemate
wanted to share quiet Peaks
Island house with recalcitrant writer/editor. If you
seek an easy life, look elsewhere : it takes 25--minutes
to walk from the ferry pier to
this rustic place . If you are
socially-conscious nonsmoker who doesn't have a
lot of posseSSions, consider
living in a fully-furnished
small house surrounded by
big trees. Available in May .
$260/month. CBW Box 246
GWM 35 year old professional, discreet , smoker
looks for two roommates to
share large four bedroom
Cape in South Portland .
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher,
deck, parking, finished
basement and fireplace .
$250 plus 1/3 utilities. Sorry,
no pets . References and se curity. Available immedi ately.761-1656

M OR F TO SHARE spacious, sunny apt. near Eastern Prom. $225 plus
$25/month per annum for
utilities. Ocean view from
back porch. Quiet area. References and security deposit. 774-4231
GM 30s looking for roommates. Your place or look
together. Live quiet lifestyle,
but I'm not a couch potato!
Dependable, honest, considerate . 1/2 hour or less
from Portland. May, June .
Reply to CBW Box 259
WEST END. Large , sunny
three bedroom apt. Looking
for a non-smOking vegetarian . Call 773-2805. Leave
message. $180 plus utilities.
Available May 1

• Small Upright Pi.nn :561ln
Ornate Church 1"Ulplf--Ioe,al
for bar $150
• Petit Godin Wood/Coal
Stove $200
• Two Kerosun Heaters with
four gas cans $100
• Sears Ride Mower $500

(207)998-2571
GWM 27 seeks same to
share furnished apartment,
Woodfords area . Storage,
ARCHITECT 30, plus security deposit, short term BALDWIN PIANO 44"
lawyer, 27 seeks roommate lease. $240 plus 1/2 utilities. black ebonized, European
M/F to share two story CBWBox 256
design, storage bench ,
Victorian farmhouse, West
$1800. Also 1 112 year old
Falmouth . Five miles from
Oriental/modern dining set
down-town Portland . $240
with china cabinet, server,
FEMALE ROOMMATE six chairs, new $4800, askplus utilities. 878-2844
sunny third floor , three bed- ing $3200. 781-4590
room apt. Intown, spacious ,
HAPPY WOMAN seeks hardwood floors . $165 plus
healthy humans for cohabi - utilities. Available May I (or NEED FURNITURE? Why
tation alo June. No cigs , early~aterlflexible) Call 87 1- not rent with option to buy.
minimal TV. Cheap, with mu- 1537
TVs, furniture and applisic and trees preferred. CBW
ances from Rent-A-Set. Elm. _
Box 249
SI. Topsham, ME. 729-6637" -

notices

LADIES ROLEX watch .
Traditional t 8 karat and
stainless steel with date.
RUNNERS & JOGGERS, UNZIPPED? Forced to take Perfect condition . $2000 or
Please help with a college an urine test to keep your job best offer. Call 443-4260
project. Write with your age, or to get one? Reporter
sex, when you started run- wants your story in confi- PEUGEOT 19" 12 speed
ning , how often and how far dence .
Write :
547A touring bike . In excellent
you run and most important, Congress St. Suite 44, Port- condition, barely used $250.
Swift 7x.35 binoculars with
why? Mil , PO Box 10438, land, 04101 773-5956
case $60. Silver Reed office
Portland, ME 04 I 04
typewriter $100. Call Laura
"ECCLESIASTICAL es- WHISTLES The Rape Cri- 871--0509 evenings
tablishments tend to great sis Center has whistles
ignorance and corruption all available for $3. Great for NIKON N2000 35mm
of which facilitate the execu- key chains - also come with
camera body. Excellent
tion of mischievous pro- breakaway neck chain . Procondition! Auto winder 2.5
jects." James Madison ceeds benefit the RCC 24- frames per sec . Auto
"Father of the Constitution." hour hotline for victims of
settings with
manual
Patriots, PO Box 901 Port- sexual assault. Call 774override. $250 . Call Chess
land , ME 04104
3613 for more information.
774-34558am-9pm
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CLASSIRED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in adWe accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD .
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
. ed free as a pu brIC service.
'
DEADLINE for
list
all types of classified advertising is Monday
al 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVfCE
(rate information in AD FORM) . All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricHy confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.
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Classified Department

vance.

1I1e caw

CpDtatl~c",ifbei·~re

compleleing his
form . Write legibly
or type, and use
additional paper
if necessary.

If you1I1e
derive regu lar income
from
subjects(s) of your
Classi fied Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
Up to 30 word s
$5 •00
$7 •00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
4S-60 words
9,00
11.00
Each Add'i word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3,00
5.00

MESSAGE: _______________________________________________

,•

187 Clark Street
Portland. Maine 04102
Nol for publicalion, We need the following information
to print your ad. It will be held In strict confidence.
NAME _________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE _____________
DAYTIME PHONE ________________________
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _________________
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

TOTAL WORDS: _____

Check ____

Money Order _____

Mastercard ____

Visa ___

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+----+-----

Expiration Date

=---

,,----

~----------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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~~________________~~______________~________________________________________________________________________~Apri~~1~1~3~,~1!98!9~______~23~~ _
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ARTISTS/STUDENTS
have your PORTFOLIO
properly photographed! Internationally published photographer (MFA in Design)
will photograph, prepare, and
mount in presentation form,
your sculpture, prints, paintings for flat fee of $125.00
for 35mm slides. Call for details, limited time offer. 7743321

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent
references. Call anytime,
night or day. 761-4046

WHY LUG BOTTLES?
Don't you deserve guaranteed chlorine free, pure,
sparkling, 'MULTI PU RE'
drinking water. More convenient, safer, better, than
~MALL BUSINESS-ex- bottled water and for only
, perienced free-lance book- pennies a gallon. Free ten
keeper can keep your finan- day trial with absolutely NO
cial records current and save OBLIGATION. Call Max
you
the
headaches, Carter, 772-6740
Reasonable hourly rates.
Call Wayne for details. 929- HAIL MARY TYPING
6572
Service. Don't "pass" this
up!! Will type your resumes,
ATTENTION ARTISTS term papers, law briefs, percrafts persons. Commercial sonalized multiple lellers,
photographer doing high Engineering reports, plays
quality pordolio copy work at and scripts. I type nearly
reasonable rates. For more 100 words per minute. Quick
information call 773-4987
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 774.
INCOME TAXES pre- 5410
_ ~ ared at reasonable rates.
PRECISION
PAINTING
Experienced, accurate,
by
Casso
Trim
and
windows,
prompt personal service. For
free estimate or appointment intricate work, paint and
call John Hudson. 772-1199- stain. wood finishing, com7AM-tOPM seven days a plete homes. References
786-0071
week.
DARKROOM time availFREELANCE Bartender. able, $10 per hour, ChemiChris Ziagos 775-3607 cals provided, you provide
PERSONAL COMPUTER the paper. The Mind's Eye,
Consulting: Services in- 665-4364. Ask for Mark or
clude: New systems setup, Sandra
Aid with software packages,
Custom Applicati.:>n Software
development. Not a Co. rep.
S'EJ1.'130W('lJ
No task too small. Reasonable rates. 772-1626
WIYF}i?S

'1>u

PAVING

EXCAVATING
FOUNDATIONS
Residential & Commercial
Driveways, Parking Lots
16 Vears Experience
Free Estimates

R.A. STEWART
& SONS

772-9479

SPECIALIST IN DECKING
-contemorary
• cabinetry .It carpentry
• builcting.lt remodeling

871-0255' 772-1761

Asbestos
Removal
Safe - Prompt - Low Rates
EPA CertHled - Free Estimate
State LIcensed

Port City
Asbestos Abatement
Call us and BREATHE EASY

767·0873
-Building
-Remodeling

·Carpentry

772-2932
799-3843

elECTRiC-SUITARS
Brand New

A fantaat1c lint electric

$99

DATSUN 510 wagon. Must THE HEALING TAO MEDITATION in Everyday
sell! Stickered through Oc- Weekend Workshop: Master Life. A fiw week cou rse fotober. Needs new alternator. Mantak Chia's Healing Tao cusing on stress release and
Some rust. Strong engine. System. Includes Microcos- the cultivation of harmony in
Great buy at $300. Call 774- mic Orbit Meditation, Six daily life. Begins Tues. April
1597
mornings
and Healing Sounds, Inner Smile, 25, at 7:30 pm in Yarmouth.
evenings.
and Taoist Secrets of Love, Instructor Carroll Dunn. Cost
SAAB 900S 1982, four Sex, and Intimacy. Instruc- $30. for more information call
door, five speed, 85,00 tors: Michael Winn, co-au- 646-0764 after 6
miles, sunroof, air, navy blue thor with Mantak Chia, Anna FOR THERAPISTS and
metallic with perfect 1983 in- Joy Gayheart, authorized Professional Care Givers. A
terior. Immaculate, runs and Feldenkrais Practitioner. Workshop/Retreat, May 12,
drives beautifully. going to May 5 pm , 6 and 7. On 13 and 14 on Lake Wingrad school. $5100. Call 871- Center, Portland, ME Call nipesaukee, New HampMarilyn Hardy 767-3909 or shire: Therapist Burnout: A
0033
function of the Therapist's
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE Caroline Loupe 773-4422
Spirituality. For more
1977 convertible. Looks REIKI HEALING-relief
information call: Geneva
great, runs great. The car . from stress, fatigue, ner- Point Center, Inc. (603) 253has been taken care of and vousness, chronic illness,
4366
IS In excellent condition. pain can be yours through
TRAGER8 Introductory
$3500 or BRO. 729.a046
this gende, hands-on healWorkshop. Sunday April 23
JEEP CHEROKEE 1977 ing and technique. Call in Augusta. Explore the prin4WD, Quadra-trac, V6, 360 Kristin Erico, Certified Reiki ciples of this unique bodyauto, two door, needs brake Practioner, 2nd Degree, work approach based on
work but otherwise good 773-1346
gentle motion. Discussion,
condition. $1000 Call REDUCE STRESS and demonstration, hands-on
8651684 9pm-7am M-F or
improve health. Professional learning. movement-awareweekends
massage therapy available neSS exercises. Apply what
MG MIDGET 1975 good at Bayside Styling, 47 India you learn to self, friends and
condition, North Carolina car. St. 772-8690. Elizabeth family. For further informaHave paint for new paint job. London is a graduate of the tion, phone Asimo at 772A very fun car. Can be seen Portland School of Massage 3369
at 191 Clark St. Portland. Therapy and a member of the PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC
$1500 or BO 772-0764
body work and professional
A.M.T.A.
280Z STOCK 1976 five RELAX & REJUVE- counseling by holistic theraspeed. Texas car, little rust, NATE! Enjoy Certified Mas- pist. Dream work and astrono crumble, stereo, more. sage Therapy by Carol Anne logical counseling are lovNeeds paint. 139,000 miles, Fusco, Licensed Massage ingly used to promote self
runs strong, $13OO'firm, se- Therapist at Acupuncture awareness and soul growth.
rious only. 646-6522 after 5 Health Care- a natural Call Deborah Vallance R.N.,
M.S. Ed. for more inpm.
health care center offering
PONTIAC GRAND Le- acupuncture, massage, di- formation, 775-1230
Mans Salari station wagon, etary consultations, osteo- DRAWING: LEARNING
1981. Power steering, power pathic diagnosis and treat- To See. Classes begin week
brakes, air condilioning. ment, and educational pro- of May 8. Monday or
$1995. Call 772-9521
grams. 278 State Street, Wednesday are evening
GRAND PRIX L.J 1977. Pordand 04101. Phone 775- classes; Friday is a morning
class. Ten weeks, three hour
Original owner. Solid trans- 5020
classes, $250. Call 767portation, inspected and
stickered. Moving over LIFE READINGS chan- . 4610 days, 799-5728
neling and tradtional therapy ewnings. Write: K. Boldt. 19
seas. $595 Call 774-1745
for empowerment for people Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth.
SUBARU 1963 excellent in transition. Barbara Bart- ME 04107
condition. AM/FM cassette. ley, M. A. Certified Reiki
This car has been regularly Practitioner. Center for New h.av.n can't walt. an
maintained. Brand new Age Studies, Thompsons evening talk with kevin john
brakes, new exhaust system Point Portland. 775-7135 or higgins on matters concem(complete). new tires. Have 802- 436-2355
ing personal/planetary
three cars. We need to get
transformation. emphasis
one of the three out. I do not WOMEN: Does being in placed upon universal onebelieve you will find a better love mean being in pain? ness and the illusion of seprunning or as welf maintained Learn how to change dys- aration, moving into fourth
car as this for the price of functional relationship pat- dimensionlVibration, in$1500. Ask for John or Marg terns. Therapy group now evitable
social/earth
at 775-6601 days or 353- forming based on -Women changes, becoming con4176 evenings.
Who Love Too Much." For in- scious of the subconscious,
formation call 871-9256
the illuminati, honoring/expressing your will,
ROLFING reduces stress, space beings. friday, april
improves posture. For more 14, 7p.m. at luther bonney
information call Rob Cough- auditorium, usm pordand. for
lin, 772-5581. 965-6760 or tickets/information call one
Noel Clarke 582-4580
of heart. at 774~308 or
TAROT CARD Readings. 871~287
Call Judith 934-1106

(207) 7n-:{289

ome services

learnin

INTIMATE CATERING:
NON-SMOKING house- Bring a little romance into
sitters, professionals, mar- your life, Have dinner preried couple living with inlaws pared and served in your
until Sept. seek sanity and home by your own personal
solitude, desire short or long bu~er. The cost of this venterm stays, caring for pets, ture is only limited by your
plants, mail. etc. Many refer- imagination. Calf, 'SHELTER
ences. 797-3279 Ann/Kurtis FROM THE STORM" 9347868
·-RESPONSIBLE couple EXPERIENCED profeswould like to housesit in the sional Nanny seeking partgreater PorttaRd area this time employment in Scarb. to
summer. Times are flexible. Portland area. Own transCall Deidre or Charlie. 692- portation and lots of references. Call 883-1473, leave
3841
message if no answer.

CLASSIFIED [
CHARGE
• BY.
PHONE
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)Cyou han pla::edliR ad In the Casco Bzy Wedly pcnonals your
ad Is automatically entered In the PERSONAL Of mE WEEK COnte51

for that week. We are looklnJ (or ads that ..c creative, witty and fun.
1l'1nners wID receive their tlcket-l in the malL

NEWLY GWF 26, art student, aerobics instructor,
amateur intellectual. seeks a
tender and very gentle introduction to the Sapphic
lifestyle. I genuinely wish to
feel at ease with this newly
reoriented psyche. CBW Box
255
GWM ALONE and lonely.
Weight lifter/bodybuilder.
College degree in the sciences. I've recently accepted my sexuality, and I
desire a monogamous relationship with a compatible
GWM. Only sincere individuals please apply. Sincerely,
GWM in cae of CBW 254

775-6601

VISA

GWM 35 looking for someone to talk to. listen to, afternoon lunches. Not looking
for attachments, but some
clean casual fun. No drugs,
twenty plus years old, so
what do you say? CBW Box
251

j

MAINTENANCE MEN
and mechanics: I will teach
ACCORDION
PLUS you how to pick locks for the
Ethnic Band for intercultural low price of $19.95. Mail to
music at wedding re- Pick Locks Box 4174A Portceptions, parties. other. land, ME. 04101 Instruction
Sandy Philbrook 772-5636
and Picks included.
SOLO ACCORDION Music. Acoustical, strolling or
electrical set up. Sandy
Philbrook 772-5636

DISTINGUISHED tall single white gentleman, 50.
non-smoker, light drinker.
would like to meet lady for
dancing, movies, dining out.
Reply with telephone number
please. CBW Box 252
DWM LOOKING for an intelligent. motivated. attractive, non-smoking SWF 2737 approximately 5'6". If you
enjoy candle light dinners,
Sitting in front of a fire listening to music, walking on
the beach, let's get together.
Photo and phone appreciated. CBW Box 241
DWF NEAT, attractive mid 40s. I'm fun, loving and
independent, enjoy walks,
camping, cooking, dining
out, movies, travel, companionship. Desire to meet
gent with same interests.
CBWBox240

NOT INTO Cinderella?
Seeking a woman with meat
on her bones. love in her
heart and 'something upstairs'? -Chubby and cuddly·
DWF, 43, writer/counselor
seeks male companion/playmate 43-55 who enjoys movies, music, wit and
warmth. PO Box 9715-175,
Pordand ME 04104

WHY IS IT so hard to say
what we're looking for?
Perhaps
because
relationships are built on
more than lists of admirable
qualities, and activities we
enjoy. Still, this SF 27 wishes
to meet a gentle, down to
earth man with a variety of
indoor/outdoor interests for
friendship and possibilities.
CBW Box 257

MYSTIC, writer, carpenter.
studying mime and dance.
enjoys theater and music.
seeks interesting female
other. Someone with subtlety
and depth, beauty and
brains, for sensitive sharing
and sensual caring, meaningful chitchat exchange. No
hunk but good looking
enough (save when depressed), 37. I prefer 29-45.
CBWBox243

ADVENTUROUS SM 26
seeks female kindred spirit
to share friendship and pursuit of the mysterious.
Interests include martial
arts, forest and mountain
wanderings,
movies,
literature, music. Send photo
if possible to Charles PO Box
734. Wiscasset. ME 04576

«

SOLCTION TO REAL P UZZLE

I)HULA
LAME
MEAL
ALTO
TOAD
ADZE
7) ZERO
8) ROPE
9) PESO
10) SOLO

2)
3)
... 4)
5)
6)

.

TWO ADORABLE DOGS
in need of a new home. Black
Lab/Border Collie mix. four
years old. Duncan likes tf'
play frisbee: Rafferty has ~a1~~~~ili.iEI~
only three legs and is a very •
faithful companion. To adopt
one or both, please call
eves. 655-3406

I 'AIN IYIJ l

~

-pJffNCE HOFFMAN 0'1 UULE
1) Melvin _____ _ _ _ _ _ Soup
2) Sleeping
3) King
4) Dirty
5) Dr.
6) Watership
7) Starting

Fathoms
Story
Passage
Africa
Cop
Gun
8) ... And
Town
9) A Patch
Wish
to) The Big
West
11) The Blackboard ____________ American
12) Bronco
Galahad
13) Blume
Mercies
14) Trading
Hunter
15) April
Bullet
16) Anne
_ _ ___ Wait
17) Who
Deep
18) ... And
Dangerously
19) Dinner
Hard
20) Bright __
Love
21) Talk
Roses
22) Fool
2000
23) They
..
Bingo
24) Anatomy
Nile
13th
25) The Elephant _ _

..

~~~~~------~------~---~---~

~~~~

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise
~98

OJ

Trading
Co. Inc.

Congress Street, Portland

~3:32_

1
,~
~

Diamonds - Gold· Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos - TVs - Musical Instruments
Tools· Antiques - Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland - 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

"'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

#13

LOCO
COLA
LAMA
14) MARE
IS) 'RENO
16) NOTE
17) TEST
18) STEM
19) EMIR
20) IRIS
11)
12)
13)

.., .

There are Ibts of folks with an extensive four-letter word vocabulary! Outof
the oodles of entries, we randomly selected the winners. Christine Manderson of Gorham gets first prize and Jeff
Kellar of Portland gets second.

THEN MY SISTEit MAR~'j5 TOI..D Tl-\EM THE

Mv SE.ST FRIEND BRENOA RAN AWA"( AND
\-IEIt MOM,MRS. BILOW, CAME OVER Cll'l'tNG WITH
THE 1'OI.ICE WIIO 'AI.KED TO ME ABouT THE
SeRtOUSNESS AND I TOLD Tl-IEM TI-\E 'TRvn-l
lHIIT I DIDN'T KNOW W\-IERE SHE WENT . .

WINDOW AN!) SMOKING TWO

CI6ARElIES AIJ{)
T\\E ?RD8LEMS OF I-\I;R L.IFE,

Tel.LIN6 us
II-\EN (LIM'i\INC:! OUT AN!) RUNNtN<'/ DOWN
-mE S'\l.EET ,OWARD CO'YLE. II1~N HIE
1'O\..I(E WENT WHEN?! ~! W\\A1 TtMt?!
AND ASK!:D us 10 SA,,( EIJEfl~T\\IN6 SHE
WAS WEAlbN("

----------------- \
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
~=.:..:..:::...;~.;",;;,,;;..___' I
I
I
I
I
A NO-PAIN, all-gain. all- I
around good deal is what you I

We feature
Greek Specials
every Saturday Night.

.ld··"~""'~ - - --

(i~~+,~~~+;~;;:~~~~:...:..~tJOn\ER TRVT~ OF BRENDA SNEA\<IN6IN M'Y

I

get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

~-----------,

Train for careers in

I" --'K"L~

In Greece we make a night out of a-meaL
come make a night of it at
"<!",'hQ Good Table Re:staLurant .~~

ernie pook's comt~k

Responses to advertisers using CBW Box
Service should be sent to : Casco Bay
Weekly, CBW Box # _ ,187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. Letters will be
fowarded to boxholders twice a week.

f
Free Info. Kit
1 - 7 pm Weekdays

Theater owners could save a fortune
in giant plastic letters if they just ran
movies with overlapping titles. "Purple
Rain Man of La Mancha," for example,
saves seven letters.
Of course, the first and last words
(Purple La Mancha) are all that real film
buffs would need to figure out the rest.
We've given you the opening and
closing words of 25 triple features. See if
you can name the movies.
Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificatefor Alberta'sin itforyou (first prize).
Or tickets for two aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the
correct entries by a random drawing.
Contestants are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week span, and
only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
must be received by noon Wednesday,
April 19. The solution to this weck's Real
Puzzle will appear in the April 27 issue
of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
The Real Puzzle '15
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

WEEK

34 YEAR OLD male, semicouch potato seeks male or
female frisbee partners for minimum
daily requirements of exercise and
sunshine . Other sports considered.
PO Box 5020 Port., ME 04101

/
MUSIC MADE EASY.
Basic course teaches reading, writing and notation. Enjoy music more. Find out how
good it feels to read! Mr.
Miller 761-4321

THE

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

musIc

Stephen Broad

,.

OF

MARTIN
ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE

761-8084

MARQUEE DE SADE

PERSONAL

ljiJlt1'f •
'
WUU mjI:]iiti1

574 Congress St.
(Above Record Land)

Interior • Exterior
Insured • Free Estimates

, ,,

by Don Rubin

r:mt 1iIJf19 i 'J';*_

Briads & Sons
-P.ainting
(207) 2 17-5798

the al uzzle

bod & soul

biZ services

Try something
different this week:
a CBW Person to Person
ad. It'll introduce you to well over 16,900
CBW readers, more than a few of whtch are
single, and all of which are well read!

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS •GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!
Please use the "Do It YourselF Classified ad form I
\ and enclose this coupon to receive a free week. I

,----------------~

MV MOM PUT HER. ARM AROVND MRS. BILOW
AND SAID IF I WAS INVOL.VED IN T\-IIS, SH~ WAS
60lN6 To SKIN ME AL.IVE. TflEN IHI: POL.ILE
AS\<ED ME AROUND 900 QUESTIONS ABovT
BRENDA'S PERSONAL. L..IFE. DIll SflE TAKE
DRUGS I DID SHE !\AVE A BOYFRIEND, ALL
THAT. AND 'THEY SAID IF I L.IED I WAS
60lN6 TO JUVIi'JILE .

THEN I (OUI-ON'T HHP IT AND I JUST STAR-

HO CR~IN6. WHAT WAS t SVPPOSED TO Do
WtTH NO ONE BELIEVlr-iG ME AND THEM AL.L
ALTIN4 So COLD BWODEO? \ JIAS' KEPT
T\\llJKINi) IT~ A LUCKY TIl INu FOR T\\EM I
DON'T KNOW Wt\!;R.E SHE IS . IT'S A LI.ICKy
TI-11N6 BECAUSE IF I Dill, t WOUI-ll NEVEP.

Tn!. THEM tN A M

'jEA~S . ~

I Bet You
Didn't Know

A QUIZ!

by frank GazWlo

What starts cold, finishes
cleaner, refeshes completely
and has no after taste? Read
on.
Here's a Kentucky Derby
oddity .. . Aveteran
horse expert points
out that, oddly
enough, no horse
has ever won the
Kentucky Derby!. ..
And, technically
he's right...To enter
the
Kentucky
Derby. a horse must
be 3 years old - but
technically a horse is nota horse
until he's five years of
age .. .Three-year old males
should be correctly called colts,
and not horses; and three-year
old females are properly called
fillies - so, no "horse" has ever
won the Derby!
What was the biggest long shot

ever to win a Kentucky
Derby? ... Answeris Donerail who
won the 1913 Derby...The odds
on Donerail were 92 to 1.
All those outstanding qualities
belong to Michelob
Dry. One taste and
you'll drink it dry_
One of the most
unusual golf rounds
in history was once
played by a man
named
Emm e tt
French .. .In 1921, he
played the Pinehurst, N.C. course
entirely with a putter - using no
other club - and despite that di fficully. French was able to score

an80!
Dining out - call for a Miche·
lob Dry! When shopping pick
up a twelve pack or two of
Michelob Dry. After one bottle
- you'll want another!
Winner Ramona Brown and
all those who participated in
the 1989 Maine Sunday
Telegram Spelling Bee.

L-____________________________________________________~
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25-75% OFF
MOST ACTIVEWEAR
• Dance France
• • Baryshnikov
MEN - WOMEN- UNISEX

• Basic Threads

• & More!

30 % to 50% OFF

SALE ENDS
APRIL 30th

suggested retail price on

URBAN OUTFITTERS
New Spring Collection

57 Market St.
in the Old Port
(near the Oyster Club restaurantl

773-8101

21 EXCHANGE STREET • PORTlAND, MAINE
(207j 871-8060 • OPEN 7 DAYS
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86 Exchange St. Old Port • 774-9746 • Man-Sat 10-6
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A liltle off Ibe beaten Il'ad', bul well .....Ib
/be effort! III Ibe Old Part WesL

DanfOl'th Street, Portland, Maine
Monday - Saturday 9AM - SP..
771.-8607

390 FORE STREET. OLD PORT • 773-3080

